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The Pres ident's Page
Peter Dolphin
"Jury."

All in all, this was a good Convention in sunny southern

This is the last time I will be writing to you as President. Holding this

California!

office over the last two years has been a great honor. The pluses of the

$20,000 which

job have always outweighed the minuses. It has been good to be King!

thanks to the donators and spenders.

(where was the sun?)
is

The Auction raised a little over

$5,000 less than what

was budgeted for

1996.

A big

Andy Gelinas's merchandise

committee introduced a new line of clothing, mugs, silver jewelry,
I would like to congratulate Richard Dermer for his victory and thank him

knives, and pins.

for coming forward and seeking this position. I promise my full support

Association.

Check out these new items and help support the

to him for an easy transition of the President's office.
We all need to thank Carolyn Moore who chaired the Auction Committee
Serving with me during this time has

this year. She paid her own way to the

been a dedicated Executive Commit

convention and sat in the hotel for

Fran

days receiving donations, never mak

tee, who need to be thanked.

Grarnkowski who started me in kit

ing it to the kite field, Wow! Thank

ing, Betty Hirchmann for doing a

you!

great job of taking minutes (she has to
pay attention during the meetings),

Before you know it, next year's con

Maggie Vohs for her wisdom and

vention will be upon us and we will

sparkling personality, Sherrie Arnold

be returning to Wildwood, New Jer

for all her hard work in Sport Kites

sey. Hey, make next year a real vaca

(also Dave her husband), Suzanne

tion. You are within a three hour

Edison for her knowledge and energy

drive of New York, Washington DC,

that she presents, Darrin Skinner who

Baltimore, and Philadelphia. You

seems to do everything and if he

gamblers, Atlantic City is one half

stops, boy are we in trouble!, and

hour away, so make some plans, get a

finally Tim Waters for all his help in

group together, an apartment sleep
ing 6 people should run less than
$60.00 per night. Be there, I know

Public Relations. I am very proud of
being associated with all of these
wonderful people.

Long Live the King!

you will.

Working with our employees has been enjoyable. The Convention was

This New Year's Eve is when my term ends. I will have mixed emotions,

the biggest worry for me. Jim Miller as manager, was always a comfort

but some real fond memories. I believe that I am a better person than I

to me, his follow-through on details is the best. Mel Hickman's diligent

was before being President and I thank you all for this opportunity to

work and sense of humor always makes me smile. I am very excited to

serve.

have Roger Chewning as editor and all the new changes we wiU be
reading.

The long strange, enriching and wondelful trip continues,
Remember keep those heads raised and smile,

Volunteers, this is where I get myself in trouble if I don't name them all,

Hope to see you on a kite field soon,

so I will not try. There are so many people who make this association
great. One fear I have is that it's the same group of people and that this
(core will "bum out" and what we sometimes take for granted may some
rday disappear. So, please get involved, I did five years ago, and now I have
some fond memories and wonderful friends.
Well, we all got out of Santa Monica without being asked to serve on the

Peter Dolphin

A few comments on the Santa Monica Convention from Jim Miller, Convention Manager:
"Generally, I thought the convention went very well. This was the first time since 1992 that we didn't have an easy walk to

the flying fields and

needed to use shuttle buses, but the frequency of the bus run and short distance involved made it easy. The Santa Monica Civic Auditorium
provided a great space for Friday's silent auction and Saturday's Members' Choice set-up, and also gave us a space for some indoor flying. I am a
little sorry that so many folks waited too long to make their hotel reservations and found our headquarters hotel full, because I feel the cornraderie
'of the com<enti<l)JJ ,experience is enhanced by having everyone under the same roof.

The one central feature I found different about this convention

was the extensi�e 'Visiting of local tourist attractions by conventioneers; so often we all fly into a city, attend the convention, and then leave without
ever seeing .anything but the airport, hotel, and flying fields. This year, because of the many tourist features of Southern California, significant
numbers of conventioneers extended their trip to allow time to visit Disneyland or other popular attractions."
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EDEIKEN
AWARD
WINNER
The Steve Edeiken Award is, quite simply,
the highest recognition given to a member by
the American Kitefliers Association.
Steve
Edeiken was amongst the best loved, most

enthusiasts past and present. Kay is the
AKA Education Committee chairman and a
driving force in forming the AKA Kite Art
Committee.
Kay is also a pioneer kite festival organizer.
In the early 1980's she was instrumental in
organizing and promoting the Washington
State International Kite Festival, a highlight
of a kiteflier's annual event calendar. Kay
has traveled to many foreign festivals to see
first-hand new kites or new kite makers that
might contribute to the World Kite Museum
or WSIKF. She is a great ambassador of the
sport. The association is proud to recognize
the accomplishments of Kay Buesing. She
has introduced the history and magic of kites
to hundred of thousands of people with grace
and beauty. Thank you Kay.

International Guests
Each year the AKA Convention attracts many
talented kite fliers from around the world.
This year was no exception. Our Japanese
guests numbered the highest.
Kay receivillg the Edeikell Award!

respected and most active members of the
American Kitefliers Association. He was
killed in a tragic kiting accident on Septem
ber 24, 1983. The association established
The Steve Edeiken Memorial Award in his
honor, in 1984.
This year the award was presented to Kay
Buesing. In letters of nomination by Joanne
and Charlie M' Clary, Margaret and Greg
Greger and Scott Skinner, Kay was described
as having dedicated herself to promoting kite
awareness, furthering education, and
preserving kite history. Kay is characterized
as having vision, tenacity and the willingness
to take risks.
Ms. Buesing is the director of the World Kite
Museum, one of the largest kite collections in
the world. Kay was one of the early
visionaries who saw the need to establish a
Museum dedicated exclusively to kites and
kitefliers. She has overseen a capitol
campaign to build a new museum building.
Kay has developed museum programs for
local and national audiences. She organizes
classes, teaches workshops, and instructs
teachers on how to bring kites into the
classroom. Her efforts as the Director are far
reaching. The World Kite Museum Hall of
Fame is a credible forum for honoring kite

Birds and the Bees, alld Hashimoto-sail!

The following is a list of registrants attending
in Santa Monica.
Fumie Akiyama, Hyogoken, Japan
Tsuneo Baba, Toyko, Japan
Yves Bruggeman, Gent Belgium
David Davies, Ickenham, England
Renaldo Escalante, Bogota, Columbia
Ken Emi, Yokohama, Japan
Christoph Fokken, Reculinhuausen, Germany
Yutaka Fukuda, Hokkaido, Japan
Mitsuru Fukazawa, Nishinomiya, Japan
Miyuki Fukazawa, Nishinomiya, Japan
Satoshi Hashimoto, Toyko, Japan
Hatime Hirata, Toyko, Japan
Shinichi Inaba, Matsumoto Nagano, Japan
Tazuko Ishikawa, Fukuoka, Japan

Naotaka Kihara, Fujisawa, Japan
Yoshitaka Kishi, Maebashi, Japan
Rikuro Kubo, Fukuoka, Japan
Kazuko Kubo, Fukuoka, Japan
Martin Lester, Bristol, England
Claudia Lindemer, Emmendingen, Germany

Loretta Sarti ofAquilolli Magazille

Katharina Loraine, Gent, Belgium
Allan Main, Manurewa, New Zealand
Judi Main, Manurewa, New Zealand
Kolchi Matsumaru, Funabashi, Chiba, Japan
Yukiko Matsumaru, Funabashi Chiba, Japan
Masaaki Modegi, Toyko, Japan
Sashiko Modegi, Toyko, Japan
Fumiaki Mogamiya, Tonkeshityou, Japan
Katsumi Murakami, Kamakura, Japan
Kiyoko Moriga, Toyko, Japan
Mitsunobu Nakamura, Osaka, Japan
Ciro Sarti, Rimini, Italy
Loretta Sarti, Rimini, Italy
Tomas Sasaki, Saitama, Japan
Masaaki Sato, Nagoya Aichi, Japan
Tokuko Sato, Fujisakimati, Japan
Martin Schob, Emmendingen, Germany
Chie Shiromi, Yokohama, Japan
Teruo Suga, Toyko, Japan
Akira Suzuki, Toyko, Japan
Mikio Toki, Funabashi, Japan
Stafford Wallace, Leics, England
Hitoshi Yokoo, Hokkaido, Japan

Fron t cover:
Counterclockwise starting at the top
right: Peter Betancourt, Ron Gibian kite,
Margaret Gregel; Pete Dolphin s AKA

arch, Keystone Kiter s Keystone Cop kite,
Eric WolffofChicago Fire and kite,
Masters Quadline Champion Ron
Despojado, Pete Rondeau s edo, Charm
Lindner with her Gibian kite, Dave

Gomberg s bite on Trilobite line, John

Roger s jdendly creation, Jose Sainz s

kite; in the center, Lisa Shirmer and her
dancers, Martin Lester and his blades,
and King Curtiss Mitchell
(Masters Individual Ballet).
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First Vice President

Richard Dermer
121 S. McFarland
Stillwater, OK 74074

For questions about
your membership,
phone or fax Executive
Director Mel Hickman
at (503)717-0627,
or write to
AKA Headquarters.
Email:
aka@aka.kite.org

President

Peter Dolphin
200 West Maple Avenue

Merchantville, NJ 08109

352 Hungerford Drive,
Rockville, MD

20850-4117

Association.
Submissions from
members are welcome;
advertising rates are
available on request.
Deadline for all
material is the first day

(541) 994-3332

Second Vice President

Directors At Large

PO Box 2470

Francis Gramkowski

Sherrie Arnold

West Chester, PA 19380

30 West End Avenue

6334 Chimney Woods

Haddonfield, NJ 08033

Alexandria, VA 22306

Suzanne Edison

Betty Hirschmann

HCR63, Box 851

1024 Linwood Avenue

Seaside, OR 97138

Collingswood, NJ 08108

(503) 717-0627

Region 4 Southeast
(AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, PR , NC
SC" TN)
Thomas Mason (1998)
10 Runner Rd.
Savannah, GA 31410

Region 1 New England
(CT, NH, MA, ME, RI, V T,
upstate NY)

Region 5 Great Lakes
(MI,OH)

307 Pierremount Ave.

Robyne Gardner (1999)

New Britain, CT 86053

2672 Sand Road
Port Clinton, OH 43452

(I 998)

16 West Third Street

(203) 531-1084

Founder

Robert Ingraham

Region 12 S. CallPacific

Region 8 South Central
(AR, LA, OK, TX)

(Southern CA, HI)

Troy Gunn (1999)

Walt Thompson (1997)

4800 Brookdale, #159-R,

135 I 7 Tobiasson Road

Wichita FaIls, TX 76310

Poway, CA 92064

(619) 748-1443

817-691-8522

RegionI3 International

Region 9 Intermountain
(AZ,/D, NM, Nil, OR, UT)
Randy Shannon (1997)
6 E. Juniper Ave.
Flagstaff, AZ 8600 I
(520) 779-2828

Tomas Sasaki (1997)
Higashi Tamachi 5-22- I 02
Kawagoe-shi, SaitamaKen 350-1 I JAPAN

(+81) 49-246-2657
Int'!. Liaison EuroQe
Martin Lester
20a Backfield LaneBristol

(lA, IL,IN, MN, WI)

David Christenson (1997)

BS28QW

3594 East E Street

U. K. (+44) 117-924-2723

1497 Fairway Drive, #102,

Tacoma, WA 98404

Int'!. Liaison S. Pacific

(610) 867-3313

Naperville, IL 60563

(206) 471-9103

(I 999)

Peter Lynn

107 Alford Forest Rd.

630-369-9682

Region 3 Mid-Atlantic

Ashburton, New Zealand

Region 11 N. Ca/itornia

(DC, DE, MD, VA, WV )

Region 7 Great Plains
CO, KS, MO, MT, ND, NE
SD, WY)
Chris Moore (1999)
33525 W. 143rd Street
Gardner, KS 66030
(913) 856-5177

Jon Burkhardt (I 998)

10 113 Lloyd Road
Potomac, MD 20854

(301) 424-6976

(+64) 3-308-4538

(Monterey County North)
Tom McAlister (1997)

Archive & Records

6809 Del Monte Ave.

c/o Drachen Foundation

Richmond View, CA 94805

1907 Queen Anne Ave N.

(510) 235-5483

Seattle, WA 98109

(206) 282-4349
Flight Events & Games............. Walt Thompson(619) 748-1443
InternationaL.........................

Send to:

E-mail:
Vermin@Voicenet.com

(500) 447-5516

(AK, WA)

publication.

Fax 215-736-2208

116 N. Water Street
Greenwich, CT 06830

Region 6 Midwest
Alan Sparling

Bethlehem, PA 18015

month prior to

215-736-3715

43 Augusta Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

Region 10 Northwest

of the even- numbered

Kiting
Roger Chewning
232 West Trenton Ave.
Morrisville, PA 19067

Convention Manager

Jim Miller

(419) 734-5880

Northeast

Andy Gelinas

(610) 594-0329

(912) 652-5468

Sarge Cleaves (1998)

Region 2

Tim Waters

(609) 854-5520

(NJ, PA, downstate NY)

American Kitefliers

(405) 372-6127

Secretary

Mel Hickman

It is distributed

©I996

(408) 733-5483

Executive Director

(860) 223-0001
free to members.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Lincoln City, OR 97367

(703) 765-5668

odd-numbered months

Association

1010 Aster Avenue

PO Box 973

(609)-429-6260

Kiting is published in

American Kitefliers

Darrin Skinner

(609)488-7084

AKA Website
http://
www.kite.org/AKA/

by the

Treasurer

Maggie Vohs

David Gomberg (503) 996-3083

Kite Art....................................
Aerial Photography..........

Steve Eisenhauer (609) 589-2049

Annual Meeting ........."."....
Archives

Suzanne Edison(203) 531-1084

& Records ..... "...

Auction .................................

c/o Drachen

Kitemaking Competitions ............ Jon Burkhardt(301) 424-6976

Caroline Moore 913-894-5483

Membership Development........... Sarge Cleaves(860) 223-000 I

Ted Manekin (212) 254-6630

Club Liaison ...............................

Chris Moore(913) 894-5483
Kay Buesing

(206) 665-5744

Elections...............,................. Genny Forsberg (503) 357-7557
Electronic Opportunities..........

Kite Industry Liaison(Retailers) .... Bob N eiman(847) 991-6825

(206) 282-4349

By-laws...........................,...........

Education...............................

Janene Evard (405) 226-0285

Kite Industry Liaison (Mfgs)......

Marty Sasaki(617) 524-2111

Festivals & Competitions............. Darrin Skinner(408) 733-5483

Merchandise",..........,........,......... Andy Gelinas(610) 867-3313
Nominating ......... ", ...."................ Dawn Benedict (206)632-6151
Power Kiting..............
Fran Gramkowski (609) 429-6260
Dean Jordan (904) 373-7018
.......................
Public Relations ................. ,....
Tim Waters(610) 594-0329
Safety & Ethics ............................. Sarge Cleaves(860) 223-000 I

Sport Kite ....................... Sherrie & Dave Arnold (703) 765-5668
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These notes are from
the AKA Board Meeing
held in Santa Monica:

*

Approved the proposed budget that was

mailed to members with their ballots.
*

Initiated a process through the By-Laws

Committee to review the by-laws and make
the necessary changes that will bring them up
to date with changes in the association.

WELL, MAYBE NOT. ..
Those that attended the convention and the
Annual Business Meeting know that I made a
short presentation on the foibles and
frustrations of dealing with the United States

DID I MENTION CONTESTS?
We have a member who believes so stgrongly
that AKA should have fun
and interesting contests that he has opened
his pocket book to the tune of

Committed itself to reviewing the conven

Postal System. With all due gravity, I

tion and annual business meeting in response

displayed examples of how the system

to concerns expressed by members about the

occasionally does not work to its full

amount of competition and the need to make

potential.

Here's the first contest:

educational for all attendees. If members

Imagine my consternation when I showed up

You know those plastic bags that you get

have input or would like to be part of this

at the local branch of Wells Fargo Bank with

from the grocery store and then don't know

review, please contact Suzanne Edison at

the cash and checks from the auction and fly

what to do with after you have put the

203-531- 1084 or via email or snail mail.

mart sales and the teller suggested I go across

groceries away. We're looking for the best

*

$50.00 (yes, folks, that's FIFTY dollars) as a
first place prize.

the convention more enjoyable and

*

Began a pilot program of offering AKA

merchandise to retailers at wholesale prices.

the street to the post office and MAIL the

suggestions on kite related ways to use those

$ 10,000 to our banch in Seaside, Oregon.

bags.

Uh,NOT!!!

drawings, instructions, and an example of the

Entries must include any needed

Region 2 Director Andy Gelinas is heading

bag(s) in use. Deadline for entries (and we

up this effort.

need at least ten of them) to reach AKA HQ

*

Discussed the North American Buggy

Competition and how it fits into the conven

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL
GOOD...

tion. Sherrie and Dave Arnold have offered
to coordinate next year's event in Wildwood.

Are you experienced with any of the "draw"
computer programs out there? Can you

*

Approved a motion that will require

combine mostly simple line drawings with

organizers of Sport Kite and Comprehensive

text to produce a finished document? If so,

Kite Making sanctioned events to submit a

we have need of your talents. Our folder of

$ 100 deposit that will be refunded upon

free kite plans that we offer to the public

timely (within 30 days of the event) fulfill

needs upgrading and we want to put more

ment of requirements as set by the Executive

plans in KITING, so we could use a good

Director. These requirements will be
detailed in the January KITING, but basically
call for membership applications and kite

volunteer to prepare them for publication. If
interested, contact AKA HQ.

be reported to the appropriate persons.

STAY TUNED FOR FURTHER
DETAILS...
In the near future, like in the January issue of

as six months, leading to confusion about

KITING, we will be announcing some

membership status and potential loss of

changes in how certain AKA programs work,

competition points towards Grand National
qualification.
*

Established a committee to investigate

contracting for public relations work for the
convention and other AKA activities. AKA
members with PR experience will be given
first opportunities to fill this need.
If anyone wishes to be a part of any of these
efforts, contact the AKA at 800-252-2550.

And another contest (with a
different prize package):
We are looking for kite related ASCII Art. If
you are not familiar with ASCII Art, it is
basically pictures drawn using the letters and
symbols found on a computer or typewriter
keyboard. If you want to see examples, check
out the ASCII Art newsgroups on the Net or
contact AKA HQ for a sample. There are
also examples of ASCII Art in some libraries.

scanned pictures, we are looking for original
art of anything about kites. Your efforts will
be submitted to the Kite Art Committee for
judging. We need to have your entries by

In the past, some festival organizers have not
turned in applications and scores for as long

Questions? Call.

W hile we would appreciate receiving

event reports (especially accident reports) to
be sent to AKA HQ and competition scores to

is January 15, 1997.

such as club affiliations and sanctions.
Also in progress is a new membership drive
contest. We are talking pins or patches for
successful recruiters, other prizes, "Your
name in lights!", etc. Now that Richard
Denner is going to be President, you all have
a chance to win because he can't enter.

March

I, 1997.

A TIP OF THE FEDORA TO...
Special recognition goes to Heidi Sharbatz,
Jo Anne Grabe, and Bert Duron for submit
ting the winning entry in the 1996 T-shirt
design contest. Their design using quasi
Southwestern aboriginal pictographs drew
rave reviews at the convention. The t-shirts
are now for sale through the AKA store.

Kiting
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the winning Novice Kitemaker just two years

Grand
Nationals
Kitemaking
Competition

ago.

Special thanks

Gomberg, Mel Govig, Glen Haynes, Betty
Hirschmann, Tom McAlister, Cliff Quinn,
and Bobby Stanfield, the Registrars, Karen
Burkhardt, Cinda Shannon, Joyce Quinn, and
Marne Rizika, the Field Staff, Adam Grow,

by Jon Burkhardt

Rod Daniel, and Ben Henry, the Head
Judi Maill 's para/oil elltry earl/ed her Novice

This year it was the gentle winds, almost too

Scorekeeper, Karen Burkhardt, the An

Kitell/aker top honors

nouncers, John Gabby and David Gomberg,

gentle at times, that greeted the kitemaking
competition on the beach at Santa Monica.

kite. The total of the points for each kite was

So we didn't have the problem of blowing

the sum of the four average criteria scores.

away the competitors and their kites like last

The highest scoring kite in each of the

year, we had the challenge of will it stay
aloft. The

1996 kites

were truly spectacular

and the competition was particularly intense.
If you missed getting up close with the

1996

kites, don't make the same mistake next year:

go to all the Judges,

Jim Carnevale, Joe Croot, Steve Ferrel, Susan

and the Trophy Sponsors, Kitelines maga
zine, Paint the Sky, Jon Burkhardt, The Kite
Studio, Into the Wind, druid labs, Martin
Lester, in memory of Elmer Wharton, the Kite

competitive categories (see list below) was

Society of Wisconsin, J.R. Tolman II, Scott

the winner of that category. The judges then

Skinner, Adam Grow, Jeff Cain, High Flyers

ranked the winners of all the categories to
determine the

1996

Flight Co., Jim Cosca and Barb Murphy, and

Grand National Cham

Pete and Bonnie Rondeau. Special thanks go

pion. A new and revised AKA Kitemaking

we have kitemakers with unusually creative

Competitions Scoring Program, a computer

and innovative designs who are working hard

ized scoring program written in Visual

to Eric Forsberg and Jim Miller for their
overall support and assistance.

FoxPro by Karen Burkhardt, tabulated the
results in each individual category. (These
results are now available; see the informa
tion below.)
In keeping with past procedures, the results
of the competition were not revealed until
the banquet Saturday night. First, second,
and third place winners in each category
were announced by Jon Burkhardt, Event
Coordinator and Head Judge for the
competition. Karen Burkhardt, Head
Scorekeeper, distributed trophies and hugs
Ty Billings was grateful over his secolld place
elltry ill Arch Traills alld Ribbolls

four category winners with nearly identical

four competitors, almost

1996,

seventy

50 percent more

Scores for all competitors are available to all

competitive scores; the judges awarded the

1996
to be the best of the best. In

IlIlIovative willllillg box kite by TOllY Ferrel

to the winners. At the very end, there were

interested parties who write to Jon and Karen

Grand National Champion Award to

Tanna Haynes of Pennsylvania, who had been

Burkhardt,

20854.

10 113 Lloyd

Road, Potomac, MD

than last year, went through all four judging
criteria: kite flight and kite handling,
aesthetic visual flight appeal, craftsmanship,
and structural design. There were

13

competitive categories, and we had a
sufficient number of contestants to have
contests in

12 of them.

New for this year was

the Arch Trains and Ribbons category, and it
had some fascinating entries. In keeping
with the procedures used since

1993,

kites

were judged by three to five judges on each
of the four criteria. Olympic-style scoring
procedures were used, with each judge
awarding points from zero to ten on each
criterion. The high and low scores for each of
the four judging criteria were deleted from
the calculation of the average score for each

Bring someone interesting
home for the holidays!
Smaller versions of the most popular
inflatiblesfrom Peter Lynn are now available.
Call us for prices on the large, medium, or
small Trilobite, Octopus, Gecko, Centipede,
Fugu Fish, and Ray - directfrom New Zealand.

Peter Lynn Kites: a really big bag of fun!
Gomberg Kite Productions, Inti.
distributor of Peter Lynn Ltd. kites
..,1111'
lIf"
Box 113, Neotsu OR 97364 USA
ph: 541-996·3083 fax: 541-994·9692 email:dgomberg@orednet.org
dealer inquiries welcome

G'""�
\i!.'�
:
: �=
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Competitive Kitemaking: Better and Better

education by giving everyone as much
information as possible. If you are interested
in the final results, the computerized scoring
system that has been developed will help you

by Jon Burkhardt,
Chairman, Kitema king Competitions

Every one of these individuals has made
significant contributions to our art and craft,
and it often seems a shame to be able to give

Having wrapped up a successful kitemaking

only one Grand National Champion award.

competition in Santa Monica, this is a good
time to look at the competitions from an

OBJECTIVES OF THE COMPETITION

overall perspective. Since we have an
nounced that the Kitemaking Competitions

Here's what we are trying to do with the

Committee is in the process (with your help!)

kitemaking competitions.

of updating the rules that govern our National

AKA's purposes related to the advancement

Championships, it's also a good time to

of the art and technology of building and

(1)

Support the

find the scores of your kite and compare them
to the scores of any other kite. As part of the
education process, we also now set up the
judging field so as to also offer the opportu
nity to get up close to competitors and their
kites.

LET'S DO EVEN BETTER NEXT YEAR
We will continue to make improvements in
running the kitemaking competitions. In

1993,

we went to a I O-judge panel and we

reflect on where we've been and where we'd

made our first attempt to computerize the

like to be.

scoring process. In

1994,

we had the new

rulebook that added new awards for Innova

QUALITY JUST KEEPS GOING UP

tive Concepts and Designs and Novice
Kitemakers. Proxy entries were allowed for

I'm tremendously impressed with the kites

the first time. We also had the computer

that we are seeing in recent competitions.

program working, and scores were available

We are watching tremendous strides in

to contestants at the awards banquet. Using

technical abilities and ingenuity. Over the

the computer, we were also able to assess the

past five years, the improvements in quality

performance of the judges and to provide

have been remarkable. And different kinds

feedback to the judges and other interested

of kites are winning from year to year.

parties on the scoring process. In
JOIl Burkhardt, Chief Jlu[ge of the

Those persons who are interested in the art

Kitemakillg Competitioll

and craft of American kitemaking should take
the opportunities offered at the Convention to
get up close and personal with the latest kites

flying kites.

(2)

Make the competition

and the kitemakers. Anyone looking for

professional, fair, impartial, and easy to

ideas about excellence should take a look at

understand. (3) Accept all participants who

the wonderful fittings made by Dan

are interested in competing. (4) Conduct the

Proebstel, Tanna Haynes, and Tony Ferrel,

competition within one day.

the fabulous color selections of Ron Gibian

much information as possible about the

and Bobby Stanfield, the incredible details

competition to competitors, judges, and other

used by Pete Rondeau and Rick Rondinone,

interested participants and observers so that

the aerodynamic ingenuity of Eric Wolff and

competitors can make better kites and the

Sam Ritter, the astounding artistry of Lisa

non-competitors will better understand what

Schirmer, the subtle patterns of Scott

it takes to make winning kites.

(5)

Provide as

Skinner, the humor of John Rogers, and the

(6)

great fabric effects created by Ty Billings,

a group of comprehensive judging factors.

Award prizes to those kites that excel on

Scott Hampton, Dan Proebstel, and Scott

(7)

Spencer. And those are only a few of the kite

trained and highly qualified judges.

Award scores based on a consensus of

artists with good ideas.
A few people have complained about an
We judge kites in four categories: flight,
aesthetic visual appeal, craftsmanship, and
structural design. In 1996, the top scorers in

curious. Craftsmanship is a truly important

these categories were:

of four factors that are being judged. You

"overemphasis" on craftsmanship. This is
component of kitemaking, but it is just one

Flight: David Bui, Pete Rondeau, Ron

don't have to have the most perfect stitching

Gibian, Don Mock, and Sam Ritter

in the world to win the competition, but Hey,

Visual Appeal: Tanna Haynes, Pete

folks! This is the Grand National Champion

Rondeau, Bobby Stanfield, Jose Sainz, and

ships, and you are up against the best of the

Scott Spencer

best. If you want to win, you need to be

Craftsmanship: Dan Proebstel, Ron Gibian,

really, really good!

Pete Rondeau, Bobby Stanfield, & Eric Wolff

1995, new

rules for flight judging were introduced. We
instituted new field procedures that have
proven beneficial to judges, competitors, and
spectators. In

1996,

we introduced the new

competitive category of Arch Trains and
Ribbons, provided easier identification of all
involved by using bibs for the competitors,
judges, and field staff, created a permanent
visual record of all entries with a Polaroid
camera, and implemented an improved
computer scoring program. We also con
ducted a training session for the judges in
advance of the competition.
Most of the changes we have made have come
about because someone offered a good
suggestion or a new idea, so if you've got one
or more, we want to hear it. We're now in
the process of developing a new rulebook that
will apply to the

1997

Convention, so now is

the time to get those ideas corning our way.
Among the issues of importance for

1997

will

be how to adapt the procedures for the
National Kitemaking Competition to local
events and how to ensure that we are giving
enough credit to originality and creativity.

THE BEST PART OF ALL
When it's all said and done, the best part is
giving out the awards. Yes, there have been
winners with tears in their eyes, and the "I

Structural Design: Tanna Haynes, Dan

Of course, everyone would like to win, but

can't believe it's me!" sentiment is nearly

Proebstel, Pete Rondeau, Tony Ferrel, and

not everyone does. We're trying to provide a

universal when the Grand National Champion

Bobby Stanfield.

competitive process that emphasizes

comes up to get the grand prize. It's truly a
great feeling for all involved.

Kiting
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AKA
National
Sport Kite
Competition
The AKA National Sport Kite Champion
ships were held on Wednesday and Friday at
the national convention on the beach in Santa
Monica. The winds were light for both days
of competition, increasing to about eight mph
each afternoon. Darrin and Susan Skinner

Darrill Skillller, his wife Susall al/d dozells of
vollll/teers coordillated the Sport Kite Natiollals

worked hard to coordinate the judging staff
and keep the competition moving along. They
were assisted by Eric Forsberg (operations)
and Chuck Sigal and Tracy Erzin (score
systems).
Competition for the Experienced and
Intermediate classes were held on Wednes
day. Some very stong perfonnances were
turned in throughout the day. One judge
conunented that the level of competition in
the Experienced Individual Precision was on
'level with Masters. In Internlediate Indi
vidual Precision Scott Weider of Rhode
Island continued domination of this event
where he has been winning event after event
on the East Coast. Intermediate Ballet was
taken by David Busch, nalTowly nipping
Patrick Franks and Weider.
The showdown for the best of the best in the
Experienced class ballet took place on
Wednesday afternoon. LaITY Bush was first
up with an upbeat, high energy routine
routine complete with 540 flat spins. Robert
Hurd followed ifly,jng to a jazz piece and hit
every note including some leading edge
launches and landings. His performance

would be good enough to win the competi
tion. Dorothy Wagner followed shaking her
Ultra through Aretha Franklin's Dr. Feel
Good. Jeff Cooper followed with an intricate
interpretation of what may have been a
Strauss Waltz. Steve Karatzas, flew to Kitaro
and Jerry Hershey followed with the Robin
Hood theme. This was a hot competition and
it was obvious these flyers have worked hard
on perfecting their skills this season.
In Experienced Quadline Ballet Dave
VanNocker flew to first place finish shad
owed by two women fliers Debra Hurd and
Nicole Meinhardt respectively. Also four
of the top ten fliers in this event were
women.
In Experienced Team Precision Team
TKO with members from Texas, Kansas,
and Oklahoma (get it 7) flew a great
technical routine and finished with a re
fuel leading edge landing where each kite
nested between the lines of the one before
it. Second was nailed down by Washing
ton State's Team Don't Panic. In
Experienced Team Ballet, TKO repeated
with a first place routine. They flew their
North Shore Radicals to music from
Backdraft, with a great intro and ending
spliced in from Apollo 1 3. TKO presented
an outstanding routine full of bursts, threads
and weaves - all choreographed into a well
rounded, entertaining performance. Second
place ftllishers, Don't Panic had a lively
routine, flown to a Latin beat. Don't Panic
lived up to their name when they recovered
nicely from a slight line tick in the middle of
the perfornlance. Don't Panic also chose to
fly North Shore Radicals for the steady, 8 to
1 0 mph winds of this event. Charlie Brown &
Co. wrapped up third place
flying Air fx's to the music, Up
Where We Belong.
Team Co-Pilots distanced
themselves from the competition
with one 9f the days finest
performances in Experienced
Pairs Ballet. Many of the
experienced class competitors
will now be competing on the
Masters level, so it will be
interesting to see in the months
to come how they fair in
competition.
On Friday, competition for
Novice, Masters, and Open
classes were held. Curtiss
Mitchell stole the show taking
first place in Masters Individual
Ballet with a perfornlance that

showed maturity and control. The jazz piece
that Curtiss selected gave him many
opportunities to display his command of the
craft. All competitors were engaging and had
a good sense of program. Jolm MOlTison in
second place had nothing tentative about his
performance. He flew it like he meant it.
Robert McBroom flew a well designed
composition for third place honors. Notable
also were Akira Suzuki who showed
technical expertise with well placed tricks
and clever showmanship as well as Peter
Betancourt who flew an elegantly simple
exhibition.

Tealll TKO 011 their way to a sweep ill
Experiellced Tealll Ballet allll Precisioll

Rich Javens took home the gold in Masters
Precision. Rich has been a strong competitor
flying in Precision and team events for years
with Team Legend. Chris Moore of Lenexa,
Kansas flew to a close second.
Ron Despojado of San Diego finally won the
big one beating back a tough field of Masters
Quadline fliers. East coast fliers Sandy
Wagner, Robert McBroom and Dave Amold

•
•
•

PINS-CLOISONNE. CLOISONNE II.
ENAMEL. PRINT ENAMEL
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS & JACKETS
COMMERCIAL PRINTING CATALOGS.
STATIONERY. FORMS. & NCR

(MCAL]

13107 E. Whittier Blvd .

• Whittier. CA 90602-3048
• fax (310) 698-6217
CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG & PRICES.

(310) 696-5266
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were all on his heels.

Dos Avipas (Miguel Rodriguez and Kobi
Eshun) scored a resounding victory in
Masters Pairs, distancing themselves by
over ten points in what many considered
one of the finest routines of the weekend.
Their routine is a mix of execution,
choreography, close work and tricks.
Gone With The Wind and Papalotes flew to
a second and third place respectively.

[n Novice Individual Precision Richard
Koons took top honors to ten year old Cassie
Skinner. Eastern League flyer Jeffrey
Wallace placed third.
Masters Team was run under difficult
conditions with the first teams stal1ing in
winds around two miles per hour. By the
time the fourth team came up the wind
picked up to around eight miles per hour.
Altogether there were seven teams compet
ing, with Captain Eddie's Flying Circus
turning in the win. Air West flew to a close
second.
Chicago Fire led the field, sweeping victory
from Captain Eddies (winner of MTP) and
Air West, home town favorites in the Masters
Team Ballet. Their 6 person routine was truly
number "One" on a day of light breezes.
According to the team this was one of their
best competition performances ever!

DKBreezill' (JOIIIIllU

& Seall Doyle)

willllers ojOpell Teall/ Traill

Later in the day, DK Breezin' (Sean &
10hnna Doyle) with matching thirteen kite
stacks pulled off a clean performance, with
relaunches and stalls to win the Open Team
Train competition.

LA proved to be the Entertainment Capitol
of the World as the Innovative fliers hit the
field in the Freestyle competition. Mel
Edlund ofYancouver, BC was the winner
with an amusing routine to the theme of
Charilie Brown. Mel dressed the pal1 of
Charlie Brown and used props like a kite
eating tree to give the visual effect for his
theme. Second place went to Robert Smith
of Michigan, flying a kite fi'om his hips.

Sport Kite
Commissioners
Be sure to send the scores ji--om your
event to your commissioner & email to:

scores@aka.kite.org

Northwest

Genny Forsberg
5020 I NW Strohmayer Rd
Forest Grove, OR 97 1 16
503-357-7557

Pacific

Darrin Skinner
10 10 Astee Avenue
Swmyvale, CA 94086
408-733-5483

Midwest

Robeti H. Smith
4465 Lakeshore Drive
Black River, MI 4872 1
517-724-6 157

Central

Jerry Hershey
5816 Denise
Witchita, KS 67220
3 16-744-2814

Northeast

Suzanne Edison
1 16 N. Water Street
Greenwich, CT 06830
203-531-1084

Southeast

Sherrie Arnold
6334 Chimney Woods Ct
Alexandria, VA 22306
703-765-5668

Full size, totally tested,
completely detailed

KITE PATTERNS
Four patterns to help you create
a kite with your choice
of fabric colors and framing:

GOoclwind.s
Kites

e

XITR™ SPORT KIT.�

XITR Sport Kite ™
Wind Cheater™
6-foot Delta Cumulus™
3-D Dual Duty Diamond™
Choose from our complete selection of parts .

Goodwind�
�®
K-t
I elS
R

Dealer Inquiries Welcome!
•

Call for a free brochure.

(206) 632-6151

•

3333 Wallingford

FAX

633-0301

Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98103
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Fighter Kite
Competition

By Walt Thompson
The winds were low as another Santa Monica
day dawned on the convention site. Various
activities started and ended but there were
fighter kites flying continuously. Stafford
Wallace, fresh from London England had
been happily showing onlookers his dancing
kites. Others swooped through the sky like
birds on the gentle winds. Was this all in
preparation for the Fighter Kite Competition?
The quiet before the storm?
About noon I located the field for the
competition. Because of a last moment
change in assignments the field had been
changed and I wanted to be certain that those
who were interested would know about it. I
sent a runner (my wife) to small groups of
fighter pilots on the beach while I started to
set up and fly to attract attention to our new
location. Soon [ was joined by several people
and we played in the sky. One gentleman,
whose name I have embarrassingly forgotten,
had come from Michigan and was flying five
and then six kites at one time on the same

cajoled to join at the designated place, the
event started. After a greeting to those
assembled a sign up or registration sheet was
passed around. More flyers continued to
come with some wanting to compete and
others watch either their friends or to learn.
Some fighter pilots love to fight, others to
enjoy and dance in the sky like Stafford
Wallace and Nelson Borelli (from Chicago)
who was flying two fighter kites at one time.
Nelson and I had arranged that he would do a
demonstration of a tango (kite tango) to
music and others would see how it went and
join in. But this field did not have the
speaker system and tape player so Nelson's
tango tape stayed in his gear bag. Too bad, it
would have been fun to watch and do but
maybe another time.

Walt ThOll/SOli O/Sllll Diego orgallizell the
fighter kite competitioll

[ won't go into all the details but seeing such

Fighter Kite Flyers assemblillg prior to competitioll
Photo by Walt Thompsoll.

JohllllY HSllillg,jighter kite champioll with
rllllllerllps BrillII Johllsell a/UI Richartl Garreall.
Photo by Walt Thompsoll.

line. He was not interested in competing later
but agreed to a demonstration if the wind
held or was stronger. Then a lull in the wind
made him bring down his kites and go away.
He never came back. Fighter pilots are like
that - independent, individualistic to a fault
and I was to coordinate
the event. This is a contradiction, an
oxymoron - no one coordinates a fighter kite
competition. With the gracious help of a few
people we managed to keep the lid from
boiling off.
After some confusion because of the fiffitl
designation and then a small group of flyers
who preferred another location, who were

As stated earlier there were twenty flyers and
included Brian Johnsen, Peter Lee, Richard
Gareau, Anthony Howell, Bruce Jarvie,
Randy Shannon, Tom Joe, Rick Miller,
Nelson Borelli, Allan Main, Rich Koons,
Johnny Hsiung, Terry McPherson, Jan
Winkel, Richard Saunders, Don Dixon, Kathy
Nixie, Charlie M'Clary, Victor Heredia. After
a randomly assigned flight order with our
scorekeeper Dorine, we were ready to go.

The registration list had made the rounds and
we had twenty fliers who wanted to compete.
Great, now we could get started. [ held a
fliers meeting, explained the rules and
wanted to find out the ability or experience
level of those there. It ran the gamut from
new beginner to Grand Masters such as Vic
Heredia, Tom Joe, Randy Shannon and every
gradation between. We made a field change
and went to a double elimination competition
to give everyone a chance to really fly and not
just drop out. This took longer than a
standard elimination because essentially
everyone had the chance to "lose" twice (no
one is a loser at an AKA fighter kite
competition). This seemed fair and the
response was very good.
After introducing our great scorekeeper
Dorine Imabach, who really was key to
keeping all this activity straight, Basir Beria
was introduced as head judge. Basir is
probably one of the most respected fliers and
with a ground crew of Paul Imbach and Vic
Heredia as handlers we started the competi
tion.

talent was inspiring. Afterwards several
people told me they had learned more about
moving these little kites about in one
afternoon by watching and participating than
they had in years. This was my reward and
made the whole event worthwhile. One
experienced pilot said that he had not flown
with so much enjoyment in one day before
this day. This statement summed it up for
most of us there. Fighter Kite flying is said to
be the Zen of Kite Flying and on this day the
flying seemed to go on forever and yet ended
so soon.
The matches were all interesting in different
ways but the first match up, of that legendary
Vic Herdia of Vic's Fighter fame and Johnny
Hsiung, was fascinating. It was a rare treat to
see Vic flying a Vic's Fighter against Johnny.
Vic removed his shoes and flew barefoot,
indicating the intensity of what he was about
to do. Johnny watched almost in total surprise
as Vic removed his hat also. For those of you
who know Vic this is very rare and sends
shivers down the spines of mere mortals. It
was a great fight and Vic won three out of
five. Johnny had done extremely well. Later
because of a family emergency Vic had to
leave early and who knows what might have
happened. Johnny is an intelligent and
observant flyer who is a force to behold.
Later, Johnny won all of his other matches
and was triumphant that day.
For a break, a match between the Afghan
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Head Judge Basir Beria and the gentleman
from London England, Stafford Wallace,
provided a highlight that those there will long
remember. The observers were complaining of
neck problems from watching the two kites
climb straight up and high and down agam
overhead and back and forth.
After all the matches the final results were First Place to Johnny Hsiung, Second Place to
Brian Johnsen and Third Place to Richard
Garreau. We were all winners but these three
deserve to be honored with their awards.

North American
Buggy Championships

by Dean Jordan
It's hard to believe another convention has
come and gone; 1 996 almost over and not
nearly enough time spent on buggying! Since
this year's AKA convention was held in
.
Santa Monica, California, where the beach IS

rec.kiter, had come up with a cross-country
race/game that consisted of five cones spread
from one end of the lake to the other.
Problem was, no one knew where they were!
The idea was to find them from a map which
you got at the begining of the race, sign your
name on them, return to camp, sign your
name at camp, then head for the next one. It
took me almost three and a half hours to
complete the race. I figured I'd come in dead
last. Turned out I was the only one to find all
five cones! Everyone else gave up! Next
time Steve, lets not hide the cones !

Later in the week Randy Shannon facilitated
a Fighter Kite Workshop. Randy is quite a
guy and brought his young son along to help
him out. Randy displayed and discussed
different types of kites to start things off.
Many others contributed information and
asked questions. All areas of fighter kite
construction were covered; cross spar
placement, bridle point selections, building
materials and sail designs. The history of
fighter kites was briefly covered along with
the traditional shapes associated with various
countries. Reel and line preference was also
covered with many opinions on what is best.
Why fighter kites are maneuverable and sail
designs that enhance their ability to be
controlled was also covered. Finally flying
techniques and control were discussed.
Nelson Borelli suggested that we all do a
demonstration for the crowd called the
"Sheep and Wolf' game. An announcer
would explain the game over the pa system
and what was happening. One fighter kite is
designated the "wolf' and flies with cutting
line. Then there are about 20 sheep who have
non-cutting line. The object is to have fun of
course and the wolf cuts the lines of the
sheep. The sheep kites float into the crowd
and are up for grabs. If the sheep can
coordinate and cooperate they can force the
wolf down by tipping or whatever works.
The next day the game was played and
enjoyed by those flying and those grabbing
the cut kites. A fun event to keep in mind for
future events. With an announcer that can
liven up the event this brings fighter kites to
people who don't know what they do. Also
the crowd can join in such as some in Santa
Monica did during the convention.
The world of kiting is large and varied.
Fighter kites can provide years of enjoyment
to all levels of experience and ability at a low
cost. For some this might be the way to start
kiting in communities. Sharing with others is
always a winning choice.

very soft sand, it was decided to hold the
buggy racing at EI Mirage Dry Lake, a mere
two hours away. Buggiers began arriving
early in the week preceeding the September
28th weekend of the event. With Sunday
earmarked as race day and Monday as a
fallback, we all had time to ride the lake bed
Saturday. About 1 50 people had gathered in
a new spot as the gyro-copter folks were well
encamped on the end of the lake close to
Walt's Cove where we nonnally set up.
Spirits were high Saturday morning as folks
began filtering out onto the lake bed. Smce
Fran Gramkowski was unable to attend due
to Fritz's recent injury, I became the official
AKA permit holder, which came in handy
when the porta potty's got there (again), and
Scott, the ranger we've known for a few
years, came by to ask if we'd bothered to get
one. Yes, we did! Months ago! Oh, could I
see those? You bet! We may not need
badges, but we still need paper !
Meanwhile the wind started to build as kites
were lofted and buggies began to roll. I put
up a 1 0m only to be lofted straight up in the
strange wind that would be with us for the
duration. Took awhile to decide on the
proper kite size as the winds were quite
shifty and not steady but by 3 : 00 or so I'd
decided on a 5.30 UL peel which worked for
the rest of the day.
Steve Bateman, an El Mirage regular and

Peter LYIIII buggy Oil scorched earth.
Photo by Alice Haydell.

Sunday, the day we were to hold the race, the
winds could never make up their mind.
Shifting all over the compass points, people
were spread all over the lake bed with
various size kites, some in their own private
wind others cast into the dead sea with no
'
wind of their own. It was weird. At I :30 we
held our first pilot's meeting and had 1 8
people sign up for the racing. The wind
never got better so we called off the race and
decided we'd try again on Monday.
By the time we got any wind at all, most
everyone had left Monday afternoon. We
held an informal race with Dave Arnold,
Steve Bateman, Jeff Howard and myself.
Stand out kites were the Sky Tiger Hi-aspects
& Quadrifoil Comps. Brian Smith was our

one international guest from Canada. Ely
Anderson is a hot new buggier on the scene
while Jeff Howard is one to watch in the
coming season.
I regret to report we had one injury that
occured to Jason Snell when he got overpow
ered and placed his kite overhead. Jason
broke his pelvis in two places ! Sigh. Thanks
to Steve & Corey for their on-the-spot rescue
and ride to Victorville.
We will be back on the lake beds this spring,
keep yer eyes peeled, and don't miss it!
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First Convention
by Lisa Willoughby
As the plane touched down in sunny Califor
nia, I realized that I had finally arrived at my
first AKA National Convention. The 1 9th

annual convention would be my first
experience flying with people from all around
the world. The parade of faces and names
started before getting on the shuttle bus.
Flyers from all over the country gathered
outside the airport, carrying bags of kites.
They were a kaleidoscope of features with
one common expression "We're finally here!"
Throughout the shuttle bus ride, the conven
tioneers excitedly chatted about past
conventions. They talked about getting to the
flying fields and meeting old friends. I
immediately realized that this convention
business wasn't just about flying kites.
My preconceived thoughts of the convention
seemed to focus on the competitions.
However, as I stood on the edge of the Santa
Monica pier and took in the festival below,
my perception changed instantly. Although
the competitions were a constant source of

pressure for all of the competitors, to me they

My lesson on how a pit boss rounds up

seemed secondary to the waves of people

competitors was a highlight. I was even given

sporting amazing examples of kiting at its

tips on the best way to pack for the next

best. Brilliantly colored sails, complex

convention as well as a plan of attack for the

patterned banners, handmade paper fighters,

fly mart. The workshops and seminars turned

and multi-celled boxes painted the Santa

out to be organized get-togethers of kiters

Monica coast. Different styles of flying was

teaching their skills. I was inspired by the

also evident among the crowd. West vs. East

ballet basics workshop, impressed by the

vs. Korean vs. Indian. Each style added its

make-your-own-kite workshops, and amazed

unique mark on the scene. Hundreds of kites

by the indoor fly seminar. The latter was

from boxes to deltas graced the sky during

really a "grab a kite and see if you can fly

several days of mass ascensions. The

without crashing or losing your breath"

convention and conventioneers continued to

workshop. I didn't lose my breath, crashed

put forth a spectacular display of aerial color

frequently and went home with an indoor

with the Pacific Ocean as the backdrop. As I

kite. I also have to mention the incredible

stood along the roped off area during the

wealth of creativity displayed at the Art

Rokkaku ascension, I overheard a girl say to

Gallery. The exhibits were works of art with

her Dad, "Let's go get a kite." That's

the genius to also, function as kites.

exactly what I was thinking.
As the week came to a close, and the
Aside from the beauty of the kites, and the

conventioneers gathered for the final time at

California cuisine, (who can forget the

the banquet, I reflected on the diversity of the

spamacotti?!), I found the theme of the

group. I had an opportunity to meet kiters

convention was the sharing of experience.

from Canada, Germany, England, China as

Beginning with my first day on the flying

well as from all over the U.S. In the end, we

field, many of the best flyers gave me tips on

all have different jobs, come from different

how to fly ballet routines, how to fly a better

states, different countries, but have a

figure, or the best techniques to fly a fighter.

common bond. Kiting.

STA Y WITH THE ORIGINAL

BIG WINGS Series™ Kite Bags

� WIDEST RANGE OF
STYLES AND COLORS!

� QUALITY BAGS A T
AFFORDABLE PRICES!

� ALL BAGS ARE 100%
NYLON CORDURA ®
CALL FOR BROCHURE &

"WE COVER THEM AND CARRY THEM"

UST OF LOCAL DEALERS

M.L.D. ASSOCIATES · BIG WINGS Series Kite Bags
I Cedar Circle • Townsend • MA • 01469

(508) 597-6700
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Grand
Champion
Tanna
Haynes
by Kathy Tho mson
At the awards banquet of the 1 996 AKA
National Convention, Tanna Haynes won
more than she hoped for. When Jon
Burkhardt asked all the category winners to
stand, Tanna, who won first place in
Traditional, felt honored to be standing with
a "Who's Who of Kite Builders." When
Burkhardt referred to the Grand Champion as
having first competed in 1 994, Haynes
realized with a shock that she had won. "My
jaw hit the floor. I never dreamed I would
have that honor," she modestly explained.
Her competitors in the Grand Champion
category were the same mentors who had, as
guests of the Maryland Kite Retreat, taught
Haynes the art of kite building. If it weren't
for kite clubs and retreats," Tanna declared,
"I never would have come as far."
Tanna Haynes certainly did come far, in a
very short period of time. It was only 1 990
that she began flying kites with her husband,
Glenn Haynes, near their home in New
Tripoli, Pennsylvania. Their first kite was a
five foot delta that Glenn received as a
Christmas present from the family dog!
Their enthusiasm and interest in kites grew
rapidly, and soon they were flying stunters
and single line kites with Sky Pilots Kite
Club in Reading, P A. As their interest in
kites developed, the Haynes' also joined the
Keystone Kite Club in Mechanicsburg, PA,
as well as the Maryland Kite Society.
"We flew a year or so with manufactured
kites, and then a friend suggested we go to
the Maryland Kite Building Retreat." Tanna
had always enjoyed sewing, so in 1 992 they
attended their first retreat. She credits Ron
Gibian and Bobby Stansfield for having
taught her kite construction, and John
Burkhardt for applique work. Other influ
ences in Tanna's work include Stretch
Tucker, Scott Spencer and Randy Tom.
Tanna' s fust competition was at the 1 994
Wildwood convention. She described the
kite she entered as "a fun kite: a six foot
rokkaku with Calvin (of the "Calvin and
Hobbes" cartoon) on it." Out of twenty-two

entries, "Calvin" came in eighth, and won the Novice Kite
Builder Award. Haynes' did not compete again until this
convention.
The 1 996 Grand National Champion kite was a Ridged Wing
Kite, which bears that name because of the absence of a loose
trailing edge. The kite has an asterisk frame, which has one
upright spar that crosses. When Tanna decided to build this
kite, she began with a full-size prototype on white ripstop nylon.
She found it to be a large-range kite, f lying well in light (3-5
mph) winds as well as the high, erratic winds produced by one
of the several hurricanes which visited the East Coast this
autumn. The spars are fiberglass and graphite tapered, with
some solid fiberglass.
A unique feature in the construction of the
kite is the material Haynes used in
wrapping the tapered spars. It is a rod
winding thread called "Live Body" which
she sells at Clemens Custom Tackle, a
fishing tackle shop she owns with two
partners. By doing this, Tanna was able
to use lighter spars and get more strength.
She also used a dense, soft foam-like
material on the framing fixture (where the
spars cross), to produce a frame that has
flex, without too much rigidity.
Tanna put over 300 hours into building
the kite, which stands 66 inches tall with
a wingspan of 69 inches. The figure on
the kite is called "Lady of the Clouds,"
and has its founding in ancient Chinese
lore. While there is a story behind
"Lady," it is still unknown to Tanna.
Perhaps the kite should be renamed
"Lucky Lady of the Clouds," for the good
fortune this beautiful kite has brought to its owner.

T{III1U1 am/ lrer award willl/il/g Lucky Lady!

People 's Choice
The kite selected for People's Choice by the members attending the Convention was the beautiful
and creative Genki kite by Robert Lockhart. The black and white striped design with zebras was
a joy to watch in the air. Robert
selected the kite design as it
worked worked well with the
art and the zebra alt gave the
impression of motion.
Robert Lockhart is from Euclid,
Ohio, and has been President of
OSEK (Ohio Society for the
Elevation of Kites) for the past
4 or 5 years. Robert has built
several kites over the past 1 01 2 years and placed 3rd in
delta-derivatives at Jackson
ville. This was Robert's 14th
convention.
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2 1 -26

MAKR -M idwest Area Kitema kers Retreat
Oregon , I L
Kathy Horn
( 8 1 5) 393-4672 .

East Coast Buggy Bonanza
Wildwood I nternational Kite Festival
East Coast Stu nt Kite Cham pionships
Wildwood , NJ
2 1 5-736-37 1 5

14

"':'KAlPCKA Holiday Gathering

Fife Com m u n ity Center
206-572-8761

26
Ed Liphardt B i rthday Fly

Crickett H i l l , C h icago, IL
708-788-6544

1 997
J a n u a ry
1
New Year's Fly

North Park, Lakeville, MN
Craig Christenson 6 1 2-435-7406
2 1 -26
Kite Trade Association I nternational Trade
S how and Convention
St. Petersburg , FL 800-243-8548

February
2
Frosty Fingers Fly
Como Lake at Como Park

St. Paul, M N

22

Smithson ian Workshop
Theme " Evolutions i n Fl ight"
Was hingto n , DC 3 0 1 -890- 1 1 78
22-23
Workshop at World Kite Museum
G renada Kite, George Peters presenter
Long Beach , WA
360-642-4020

Apri l
5
Sm ithsonian Kite Festival

On the Mall, Wash i ngton Monu ment
Wash ingto n , DC
301 -890- 1 1 78
1 2- 1 3
Spring Games
Myrtle Beach , SC
803-448-78 8 1
1 8- 1 9
World Kite M useum
Japanese Air Art, J . R.Tol man presenter
Long Beach , WA
360-642-4020

1 4- 1 7
Maryland Kite Retreat
Laure l , M D
Ray Bordelon , Pierre Fabre presenters
301 -949-9078, 3 0 1 -424-6976

26-27
1 3th Annual Kitefest
River Oaks Cou nty Park
east of Kalamazoo , Michigan
6 1 6-383-8778

1 5- 1 6
Workshop at World Kite M useum
Mary Yosh i m i , John Alhol m , and J o h n
Wagner, Dan Kurahashi are presenters
Long Beach , WA
360-642-4020

Maryland I nternational Kite Festival
Mid Atlantic Stu nt Kite Championships
Ocean City, MD
2 1 5-736-37 1 5

March
7-9
Fort Worden Kitemakers Conference
Masaki Modeg i , M rs .Tokuko Sato, H i d eo
Matsutani , Jon Bu rkhardt, Ed & Bonnie
Wright, D a n P roebste l , Dawn Wi l l i a m s
Wayne Hoski n g , a n d Jeff H oward are
among the p resenters
Port Townsen d , WA
206-888-28 1 2

May

24-26
J u n ction Kite Retreat
J u n ctio n , TX
806-745-6803

J u ne
6-8

Ocean Shores Stunt Kite Com petition
Ocean Shores , WA
Eric Halverson 503-537-3904
1 4- 1 5
Boston Area Stu nt Kite C hampionships
North Dartmouth , MA
Engvalls 4 0 1 -942-3606
1 9-22
Rendez-vous Mondial d u Cerf-Volant de
Verdu n (Verd u n Worldwid e Kite Festival)
Montreal (Canada)
28-29
Northwest Stunt Kite Cham pionships
Long Beach , WA
Genny Forsberg 503-357-7557

Old Dominion Stu nt Kite Championships
Richmond , VA
Sherrie Arnold 703-765-5668

J u ly
5-6
North Coast Challenge
Lincoln City, OR
David Gomberg 503-996-3083
1 1 -1 3
Westport Sport Kite Championsh i ps
Robi n H aas 206-670-3693

3
L VKS Kite Day in the Park
Bethlehem, PA
6 1 0-867-33 1 3

1 2- 1 3
Newport Kite Festival
Sport Kite Championships
N ewport, RI
4 0 1 -846-3262

1 6- 1 7
World Kite Museum
Fighter Kites
Gary Smith , Brian Joh nson presenters
Long Beach, WA
360-642-4020

25-27
Su nflower State Games
Kiting competition
Lawrence, KS
9 1 3-842-7774

Please send information about your upcoming events to "AKA Kiting" at 232 W. Trenton Avenue, Morrisville, PA 1 9067 .
To have your festival sanctioned by the AKA, call 1 -800-252-2550.

AKA M e m be rsh i p S u rvey
1 997 Convention Ideas

.

Have you ever attended an AKA convention or plan on doing so in the futu re?
If so, the Board of D irectors needs you r in put on several proposed changes from past
conventions. Please take a few mom ents to answer the fol lowin g q u estions, fil l out the
personal data on the back s ide (optional), and then ret u rn th is q uestionnaire by
January 31 , 1 997. The Board will be making some im portant decisions at ou r
Jan uary m eeting. Thank you for you r time an d interest.

QU ESTIONS
1 . I t h as been s uggested that we g o to a 5-day convention instead of the
traditional 4-day . Advantages: More time, more activities, less (or n o) conflict
between indoor works hops and sem in ars and field events . Disadvantages: Sl ight
cost increase, one more n ight's hotel stay.
Regardless of its length, wou ld you prefer the convention to end on Su n day
instead of Saturday? Advantages: More spectators and publicity on S unday, better
attendance and participation from area mem bers, Monday air fares m ay be cheaper
than Sunday. Disadvantages: Wou ld lose Sunday as a make-up, free fly,
sightseeing, or travel day.
Rate the fol lowi n g convention options on a scale of 1 -4 with one being the best:
Tues. - Sat.

__

Wed. - Sat.

__

Wed. - S u n .

__

Th u r. - S u n .

__

2. If a majority of mem bers prefer a fu ll sched u le of Su n day activities , would
you prefer the awards banquet be on Satu rday or Su nday n ight? Sat u rday
advantages: better attendance, area mem bers cou ld retu rn home S u n day evening.
S unday advantages: a ll act ivities wou ld be over, more com plete final awards party.
I prefer: Saturday n ight

_
_
_
_
_

Su nday n ight

_
_
_
_
_

3. It has been suggested that we perm it vendors to sell kites, and possibly food
and beverages, on the field to enhance the "festival" atmosphere of the convention
and enhance spe�tators' enjoym ent. Convention flying fields and pu blic flying areas
cou ld be clearly marked and policed to m in i m ize encroach m ent. Vendors cou ld be
g iven a choice between the traditional Fly Market inside or tent space beside the flyin g
area or both.
Do you think we should a l low flying field vendors? Yes

No

__

MORE QU ESTIONS
4. It has been suggested that indoor workshops and sem inars be held on
weekday m orn ings with flying field events held on weekday afternoons and weekends.
This wou ld req u ire m u ltiple sound stages and more fields and create a diffusion of
volu nteer resou rces and spectator concentration due to m u ltiple activities. It would
requ i re more days (afternoons) of sport and single line activities and wou ld create
overlaps that wou ld m ake it im possible for everyone to see or do everything on the
field. On the other hand, it wou ld al low greater participation and attendance at the
workshops and more kites in the skies. We need to choose between workshop/flying
activity confl icts or flying activity/flying activity confl icts. Wh ich wou ld you p refer?
•

Keep it the way it's been - fu ll days of sport and handcrafted competition

__

Let's have a ll together workshops in the mornings; all together co'm petitions and
activities in the afternoons and on weekends
•

_
_
_

5. If convention registration were offered "ala carte" on a per day basis at the
following rates, h ow many days wou ld you probably attend?
1 day - $1 00
2 days - $1 20
3 days $1 30
-

CO M M E NTS ,

4 days - $1 40
5 days $1 50

__

-

__

__

__

__

S U G G ESTI O N S ,

CO N S T R U CT I V E

C R IT I C I S M S . . .

P E RS O N A L DATA (O PTI O N A L)
Name
sites)?
convention in Wi ldwood, NJ?

______

Wh ich conventions h ave you attended (years or
Do you plan on attending the 1 997

______

_
_
_
_

Thanks again for your help! You may mail you r question naire to AKA
Convention Survey, 2672 Sand Road, Port Clinton , OH 43452; fax it to 800-252-2550;
email it to aka @ aka. kite.org; or respond via the Web at http://www. kite.org/-akal.
We want to see you at Wildwood!
Richard Derm e r, President-E lect

/
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Dedicated to Edith, Norm
and Arthur
After building kites for kids at Niantic
Children's Museum in Connecticut, John
Ruggiero and I decided to check out the
famous Harkness State Park. WOW! The
grounds are so pristine you'd think that the
grounds crew lived at the place. We didn't
know what to expect when we arrived, but it
was everything we could ask for. John and I
pulled out our Deca Zero Wind and took up
where we left off at Niantic Children 's
Museum, and flew in no wind conditions for
the first hour or so. I also took out my 1 0'
Flexifoil and had a blast and a slight
workout.
John and I decided to move to the area closer
to the bay. John went down close to the water
as I stayed fairly close to the tree line; bad
move. As I was setting up my lines, I heard a
group of people talking behind me. I tum
around and see a group of blind people from
the Harkness Camp for the Handicapped
being guided by two sighted people. I heard
them telling the campers that "there is a man
over there with a kite." T turned around and
invited them over to "see" the kites. They
were delighted with what they learned and
"saw". Three of them, Edith, Norm and
Arthur were eager to know more. Guiding
their hands along the leading edge, trailing
edge, seams, spar and inlet webbing they
were excited by the fact that Flexifoil could
fly. I explained that the kites constant
movement through the air is what keeps it
afloat. Guiding their hands along the
surfaces of the kite gave them a different
vision of how the average person sees a kite.
Seeing the enthusiasm and delight in this
new found knowledge, I asked them if they
would hke to fly a kite. At that point I could
see the excitement growing in their faces.
That's like asking a kid if he wants candy.

'-

Now I think maybe I ' d better get a kite that
might be a little easier to fly. I take out my
Ultra, and let them see what this one is all
about. So I talk them through the Ultra.
Feeling, touching, seeing and measuring the
kite we move closer to the water where the
wind was more favorable. As each took their
tum flying, I realize that these folks learn
faster and fly better than most sighted people
that I 've taught in the past. As each flew the
kite they had individual reactions to what the
kite was doing in the air. One of them, Art,
was even counting the revolutions the kite
was making as it rotated. I was so moved
with the experience that I felt my eyes
welling with tears of joy. God let me share

my passion with people who may have never
felt the joy of kiting.
Get out there and share your passion with
someone new!
Gentle Winds to You
Archie Stewart
Kites Over New England

Waterloo!
What could be better than kids flying giant
kites on a warm October day? In Waterloo,
Iowa this sight of kids and adults working
together to fly kites was more than just folks
having fun , it was a therapeutic experience.
The 28 adolescents who participated in One
Sky One World, the I I th International Kite
Fly for Peace, are receiving services through
the Four Oaks Day Treatment facility in
Waterloo. As a shared project that stressed
learning to work as a team and develop
leadership skills, the teens and staff members
spent two to three hours a day for two weeks
constructing two colorful eight-foot kites,
under the direction of Art Hanford site
director at the facility, and Leif Ho on of the
local American Kitefliers Association.

�

More than 50 people turned out for the event
'
including family members, staff and media.
After the event, the kites were donated to the
Waterloo Boys and Girls Club. From a
therapeutic point of view, making and flying
the giant kites was a big success. It allowed
the teens and staff to work together as a team
on a nonaggressive activity, and it gave the
teens a chance to give back to the community
by donating the kites to other children.
From a kite flying pint of view, it was an
afternoon of fun, fun, fun! !
Larry Rutter & Art Hanford,
Waterloo Four Oaks

Beware ofBeach Combers!
Yesterday was a beautiful day to be flying a
kite. I decided to get up early and go down to
Sandy Hook to fly. After purchasing Dodd
Gross's latest Flight School ftLm I was
anxious to try out some new tric s. Instead of
getting to try some new tricks, I learned a
new tr ck . Don't even think about setting up
.
your kite If you see one of those giant beach
combers in the vicinity.

k

�

Variable Winds Aloft
Letters to the AKA
I was minding my own business, setting up
my kite. As I was just attaching my lines to
the bridle, my kite began to tug at me. I
looked up just in time to see the wonderful
beach comber driver right over my lines and
handles. Grabbing my kite I ran after the
vehicle and was able to get him to stop. After
telling the driver that he had caught my lines
he looked underneath and sure enough there
were my handles
I was able to retrieve my lines, handles and
stake. To my benefit no damage was done to
the kite itself. What T can not understand is
the fact that T was in the direct sight of the
driver. I also come prepared when I go flying.
I stake out my area with a black and white
checkered flag to alert others of kite lines. I
guess that was not enough. It makes me
wonder what kind of people are taking care
of our flying areas. T am going to be sending a
letter of complaint to the Sandy Hook Park
Commission. My advice to all other flyers:
"Be Aware of Beach Combers! "
Your fellow flyer,
Gemmy 1. Siegel

Beware Dangerous Kites !
Living close to Washington, DC, we decided
to attend the monthly kite fly at the Washing
ton Monument sponsored by Wings Over
Washington rwOW) Kite Club.
When arriving at the beautiful Washington
Monument Park, we began to fly our kites.
There were very few stunt kites fliers and a
few Indian fighter kite fliers. For the first
hour or so flying was really enjoyable. Then
the sunny skies became suddenly filled with
fighter kites which were being flown on
Pakistani glass coated line. Unbeknownst to
us (stunt kite fliers) the fighter kites lines
were ripping our lines and our kites to
ribbons.
After asking the fighter kite fliers to alert us
when their lines came near to ours so we
would be able to avoid their cutting line, the
sky duectly above and in front of us became
over populated with their fighter kites and
hnes. Our small group of stunt kite fliers
were appalled at the total disregard for our
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'property and the absence of the normal kite
flier's etiquette. These individuals had no
regard or respect for any others except for
themselves.
I do not believe that these Indian fighter kite
fliers were connected with the AKA and
therefore I feel that it is my responsibility to
caution other kite fliers about the dangers of
flying at this beautiful national monument.
Bob Burnett
Sinking Spring, PA

Some Convention Thoughts
An organization that holds a national
convention each year with evening banquets
and meetings and overlooks due protocol hard to believe. We all believe in apple pie
and motherhood. Let's recognize and salute
to the wonderful country in which we live.
I'm sure we are all thankful.
c.J. Quinn
Coopersburg, PA

Maxine Hoke
Maxine Hoke of Yardley, Pennsylvania died
on October 1 7, 1 996, at the age of 83. She
. was an avid kiteflier since 1 977 and
participated in all the activities of the Greater
Delaware Valley Kite Society. Maxine
served as a S corekeeper in the early years at
Wildwood competitions. She and Frank
attended many of the AKA National Conven
tions and made countless friends among
kiters.
One of her favorite kite trips was to Taiwan
with her husband Frank in 1 985 as guests of
the Taiwan Government. They had become
friends of the President of the Taipei Kite
Flyers, Kin Kan Hsieh and his daughter,
Susan, who as guests of the Hokes attended
the Bucks County Kite Day in Langhorne, PA
in 1 983.
Maxine always enjoyed flying her beautiful
Eagle kite and was always happy to cheer the
kiters as they flew their newest kites up in
the sky. We will miss her.
Bernice Turner
Yardley, PA
Editors Note: Letters, p h otos and articles to
Kiting are all appreciated, and we print what
we can. Please plan one month a h ead of
publication dates when submitting articles.

Presidential Profile
by Kathy Goodwind
Our new AKA President is the soft spoken,
slow talking Richard Dermer from Sill water,
Oklahoma, where he and Marti have owned
the Hideaway Pizza Parlor for over thirty
seven years. His love of kites goes way back
to Richards first stack of Rainbow Stunt
Kites. An employee of the Hideaway, Gary
Gabrel, convinced Richard to fly a big wing
stunt kite. The pull, the power, and the
maneuverability that Richard felt as he
launched the kite, propelled him into a new
realm of kiteflying. Gary, a former partner in
Skynasaur, now Mile High, went on to
successfully franchise the Pizza establish
ment for Richard allowing him more time to
fly kites.
Richard attended his first AKA convention in
1 984 in Nashville, Tennessee. There he
competed in dualline competition as part of
the first manufacturer represented team.
Richard and his teammate Gary Gabrel were
sent to AKA by Skynasaur. Even at his first
convention, Richard became involved with
the inner workings of the organization even
though he wasn't a member. Competition
was so new at that time you were not
required to be a member.
It was at that Nashville Convention that
Richard met Dave Checkley. Dave was
putting together one of his China tours and
asked Richard if he would be interested in
touring China. Richard had been fishing
around for a 251h wedding anniversary present
for his wife Marti and there it was. Richard
and M arti were part of the second team
representing the U.S. at the Weifang Kite
Festival.

On the way home fro m Newport, he shared
the flight with a fellow named Mike Freeman
from Wichita, Kansas. Mike was an airline
executive who was the SW Regional Director
for the AKA. Richard was quite impressed
and asked Mike how he got the job. "Well",
Mike said, "I signed up for the AKA,

Presidel/t Elect Dermer at COl/vel/tiol/

received an issue or two of the newsletter and
a ballot." He, his wife and children pondered
over dinner what to do with this ballot that
had the SW Regional Directors seat open.
His wife and sons decided to vote for Mike
and that's how he became Regional Director
for 3 years.
Sometime later, Richard got a call from Al
Hargus, who was head of the nominating
committee, asking Richard if he would run
for the SW Regional Director. Richard
wondered who submitted his name. Al said
Mike Freeman from Wichita, Kansas had
nominated him. "Okay, so what do I do?"
Richard asked. He received a one page job
description and has held the job ever since.

Flying a stack of 1 8 Skyfoxes for a crowd of
Working as a team, Richard and his wife
150,000 spectators made Richard feel like an
Olympic star. When he
returned to the U.S. he found
the trip had given him
instant credibility and it was
only his second kite festival.
Of course with that sense of
acclaim, Richard felt he
needed to attend his second
Beautifully combined with music by award winning
AKA convention held in
High Sierra Video Productions
Newport, Rhode Island in
Washington State International Kite Festival. the largest Kite Fly
on the North American Continent Combine the Best Winds,
1 986. It was another great
Weather and Record Breakers for an outstanding 1 tlr video.
adventure for Marti and
NTSC
Check
Visa
Mastercilrd
Pal
Richard and they finally
90-95 WSIKF $ 2 5 ea, Raw Footage $ 1 00 90 AKA $ 2 5
Secam
Add Postage: USA $4. Canada $ 5, Foreign $ 1 0
became members of the
7220 40th St NW, Gig Harbor, WA 98335 (206) 265-6800
AKA.

'WOW' 95' Kite Video
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Marti, took his job as Regional Director

that decorate the walls of his restaurant. His

accomplish as President of AKA? Richard' s

seriously. In 1 989, Richard received a free

favorite color combination is orange, black,

registration to the AKA Convention in

goal is to build the ranks of the AKA to 6000

yellow and red. It isn't that he chose these

members. He plans to do that by making the

Hawaii for having brought the most new

colors in particular, Richard says the colors

AKA convention "spectator friendly". He

members to the AKA. In 1990, he received

just came to him since every kite he pur

plans to inform the spectators about what is

the Regional Director of the Year award.

chased or won seemed to have that color

going on with brochures to hand out and

Together with Marti, Richard raised the

combination. His favorite kite event is the

signs that tell onlookers what is happening on

position of Regional Director to a new status.

Junction Kite Retreat held in Junction,

the flying field. He also wants to inform local

He says being a Regional Director is more

Texas. He has attended all of them and his

tourist bureaus about the presence of the

than just a title. He feels the main job of the

presidency isn ' t going to keep him from

AKA convention and send press packets to

RD is to inspire and inform the people in his

attending more.

the media.

It was at Junction that Richard became

As part of their campaign to introduce

region about the AKA and Kiteflying.
Richard didn ' t go out seeking this acclaim.

intrigued with the miniature kites taught by

spectators at kite festivals, Richard and Marti

Together with Marti, he started kitemaking

Charlie Sotich. He asked Charlie what could

have set up a tent with a table full of
miniature kites and AKA literature. Inevita

classes in his area. Using the plastic bags

be used for the lightweight framework of

from his restaurant, and the bamboo from

miniature kites. Anything that is light with

bly, questions about the kites lead to an

sunshades he found at Pier 1 , Richard and

some rigidity, Charlie replied, something like

opportunity to talk about the AKA. The AKA
hospitality tent has been in operation now for

Marti teach a simple sled kite to schools and

a cat whisker would do. A light bulb went off

nursing homes. He figures he can get about

in Richard' s head. He had a veterinarian

seven years. It started at the Zilker Park Kite

500 kites from each shade and they have

friend who worked at the local zoo. Richard

Festival in Austin, Texas and has continued

gone through 12 sunshades so far this year.

prevailed upon for cat's whiskers. Along with

wherever Marti and Richard go. With their

At the same time he tells his students about

various other feline whiskers, the vet brought

southern charm, and pocket full of stories,

the AKA and its benefits.

Richard two tiger whiskers. A prize winning

Marti and Richard greet the public and

miniature kite was the result.

welcome them to j oin the AKA. Who could

Richard' s interest in Sport kites expanded

tum them down?

into single line kites. He owns over 300 kites

•

So what exactly does Richard hope to

W O R L D C U P H EA D QU A RT E R S

51 1 S . Pacific Ave .

•

Ph. ( 360) 642-2229

Lon g Beach. WA 98631
•

Fax ( 360) 642-2477

685 C a n nery Row # 1 1 3
Ph. (408) 373-7422

•

•

•

Monterey. CA 93940

Fax ( 4 0 8 ) 373-0688

Ca l l or write fo r o u r FREE

1 -800-2'3 4- 1 033
P. O . Box 1 287

•

Lo n g Beach, WA 9 8631

U n c o n d i t i o n a l S a t i sfa ct i o n . . . s e rv i c e b eyo n d yo u r ex p e cta t i o n s !
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Who will

won with a bid of $300. Johnny Hsiung
persevered and ended up the proud owner of
his own air force - a 3 pack of Joel Scholz'

•

gwe me

three dimensional F - 16 planes. The
"
"Starfarker sport kite, an unlikely-looking

$100?

specimen that has brought thousands of
dollars to kite events all over the U.S., goes
home this year with Satoshi Hashimoto of

by Robyne Gardner

Japan. Other sought-after items included a
Dove of Peace kite (made by Jackite, Inc.)
that was flown at the Olympics; the
Spectrum Arch, a 70-kite prismatic arch from
reason,
don't get the
on't mind, because

they get
they're

knowing
ilJlllisie: Helping

our organization for another fiscal year.

Lee Sedgwick & Sue Taft, a bottle of Dieppe
"
Kite Festival Wine, Gail Lindsay's "Tawa
(a gorgeous round fighter decorated with the
Hopi Indian Sun symbol ), and a unique
quadline kite featuring four spinning disks,
made by Pete Rondeau. Want to build the
"
ultimate "Storm Kite Cody from scratch?
Then maybe you would have bid on the
complete set of blueprints (circa 1940) that
were donated by the Drachen Foundation.
The big buy of the night, earning the AKA a
whopping $ 1650, went to Gene & Dorothy
Lewandowski, who are now proud owners of

until the last

a 90 ft. spinsock donated by Catch the Wind.
If you didn't bring that kind of pocket change,
there were still many good, affordable buys,
especially if you stayed until the end of the
auction. You could've picked up on Ron
Reich's T-shirt - the last one he wore in
competition. More good deals were made on
the original artist's pen & ink sketches that
were used for the Kite Art calendar. I cannot
begin to list all the donations and benefactors
here in this article. But I can send out one
big sincere THANK Y OU to all who gave
until it hurt, and then gave some more. This
is the end, and I'm going. . .going. . . GONE.

Fly Market
by Andy Gelinas
The Santa Monica Fly Market had merchants
from all across the country with some unique
and new items as well as kites, parts and
line. A virtual department store of kite goods
was on hand. The AKA store bustled with
activity. Convention shirts and pins, from
past conventions to present were on hand
along with new items designed by the
merchandising committee. The gross was
nearly $4700. That represented an increase of
about $4500 over recent years sales. Look to
future issues of Kiting for new products. In
addition to being chairman of the merchan

The

dising committee, I will also be heading the
member merchant committee. I hope many of

on them. There was a
a set of World Cup pins, but in

end,

Alice Hayden conceded to Chris Stankus, who

you will be interested in selling AKA goods
through your fine kite stores and catalogues.
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Kite aerial photography tests your kiteflying

ZEN AI M I N G
by Steve Eisenhauer
If you compare yourself with others you
may become vain and bitter; for always
there will be greater and lesser persons
than yourself.

levers detennines aiming success. You can

and photography skills but, most importantly,

walk around, let out or take in line, or work the

it reveals your evolving view of the world.

kiteline to bring the kite and camera further

Those few photographs that you choose as

overhead. You can study topographic maps

"the best" expose your vision, goals, and

before each flight to better visualize the

desires. After you ' re skilled with the

surroundings. B ut aiming is still more a sense

mechanics of this craft, you ' l l bask for a

than a science.

while in the sheer enjoyment of playing with

Max Ehrman - 1 92 7

A kite aerial photographer strives to see what

the wind while maneuvering your camera

I often liken kite aerial photography to

into position. Then, eventually, you ' ll look

flyfishing for trout. The wind is the stream,

only at one or two photographs from each roll

the photograph, the trout.

of film, not unlike a painter looking at a

bigger, more elevated and spiritual. Staring

But it is somehow

finished canvas. The steps in the process, no

into the sky, wrestling the wind, pondering

matter how enjoyable or laborious, will fade

the earth, it' s easy to lose yourself in the

his airborne camera is seeing. He seeks to

away and what remains is the final product,

moment, the hour, the afternoon. Unlike

become the camera' s lens, to sense the image

your vision, the image you want other people

fly fishing, where you can measure and weigh

pictured in the viewfinder. Becoming one

to see and feel .

and count the number of fish caught, you

I shoot most aerial photographs o n sunny

aerial photographers, to see who ' s better or

can ' t readily compare yourself with other kite

with an inanimate object is a universal
concept. An archer seeks to become the
arrow; as the arrow is aimed, and as it heads

days at a shutter speed of 1I2000'h sec. At fl

worse. The catch is more difficult to

towards the target, after thousands of practice

4.0, using ASA 1 00 slide film, rubber donuts

quantify, more personal.

shots the archer and arrow become as one.

above and below the camera cradle to

Anyone skilled at typing knows that,

minimize vibration, using a Canon Rebel

You could compare and criticize different

eventually, the words being typed seem to

35mrn SLR camera, 250 lb. test dacron line

styles, and count the number of well-exposed

appear on the page or computer screen: the

and a 1 0 to 1 4 ft. delta-box kite. I occasion

photographs. But style and numbers mean

physical act of typing letters disappears from

ally use lens filters, change camera settings

little. What matters most is striving to get the

consciousness.

and kites as light and wind conditions vary,
and alter my flying style depending on terrain

results you want. In kite aerial photography,
consistently getting close to your goal is good

Striving for perfection is an ever-frustrating,

and other environmental conditions. But of

enough. There ' s really no such thing as a

incredibly rewarding quest for the unachiev

all the concerns and challenges presented by

perfect picture. As your aim gets better and

able. We can never see precisely what our

kite aerial photography, aiming remains the

your skills develop, your definition of a perfect

camera is seeing, just as an archer never hits

primary determiner of success.

picture just moves further away. Almost
perfect-pictures are like stepping-stones; they

the center of the bull ' s eye every shot, and
just as the typist occasionally types the wrong

Aiming at elevations below 200 feet is done by

form a path. Only you can decide if the path is

letter. Striving, through repetition and

looking at the airborne camera and using radio

meandering, covers difficult terrain, is uphill or

concentration, opens the door for creativity.

controls to point it in the desired direction.

down. The path is your own, and it has no end

A kite aerial photographer can produce

Your controls are pre-set, which means you

in your lifetime.

remarkable enlightening images; the archer

know by feel or by looking at the controls and

can set new standards for accuracy; and the

the direction of the kiteline how your camera is

This article originally appeared in Drachen

typist can piece words together into a

oriented. At higher elevations, unless binocu

fascinating article or book.

lars are used, your familiarity with the control

Sport & Design and reprinted with permission
of Steve Eisenhauer.
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One of the best
reasons to attend the
convention is to take
in the immense variety of workshops
available. Ron Gibian was in charge of
organizing the workshops this year. Here
is a look at some of the presentations.

guest spot and displayed to an awed crowd the
newest modification of a Fade, "The Poison
Ivy" ( a series of repeated Fades and Pancakes
all the way DOWN the wind window ).
Martin Schob from Germany showed us
smooth handed Axeles and Nose launches
with his invention the Trick Tail. Of course,
no trip to California would be complete
without a visit from John Morrison and John
Baressi who added some of their specialties to
the show.

Trick Flying

Su rface Design

by Jason Benedict

by Randy Shannon

At the AKA convention in Santa Monica, we
were treated to a special event. During the
one day lull in Sport Kite Competitions,
Brain Cham pie of Air Berkeley fame, with
the assistance of Jason Benedict of Sport
Kiting Magazine and Team Traffic lam held
a Trick Flying Seminar. With an audience of
approximately 50 spectators, Brian walked
competitors and other interested parties
through the many East and West coast tricks.
Beginning with the basic snap stall, Brian
instructed the crowd on the proper way to
execute the infamous Miguel Rodriguez axel
with a California Wasp. [n addition to
simpler, more well known tricks, Brian
showed. everyone some new goodies to take
home. His new "Tip-Toe", an old favorite
"The Lawnmower", and of course the
original "Lexa" (that's axel backwards) were
profiled and explained to a gracious conven
tion. [ got to demonstrate some of the East
Coast maneuvers like the Fade and 540 flat
spin with an Air Master Bad Boy.

I had the pleasure of leading a symposium on
surface design techniques with Scott
Hampton and Janene Evard. Scott went first
and covered his striking use of Design Master
paints on his kites and banners. There is no
mistaking Scott's kites and banners, they are
so visually bold. I was truly amazed he only
uses red and blue paint to create all his
shades. Safety was really stressed ! Use a
high quality cartridge paint filter.

Convention
Workshops

To sum up the class, EXPERIMENT and
don't be afraid to try alternative materials.

Event P l a n n i n g
This workshop was moderated by Mel
Hickman, with presenters Kathy Thomson,
Roger Chewning and Tom McAllister. What
was covered in the workshop was how to plan
a successful event, publicity campaigning,
and management secrets of some of the more
successful kite festivals. Hot topics ranged
from dealing with local authorities and local
public relations outlets, to finding sponsors
and preparing sponsorship packaging. It was
clear to everyone in the workshop that event
planning is a broad area and a topic too large
to discuss in one hour.

C l u b Rou ndtable
Chris Moore (AKA Club Liason)
At the 1 9th Annual Convention in Santa
Monica representatives from kite clubs from
throughout America convened for a
roundtable discussion generating ideas for
kite clubs. The goals of the different clubs
were as varied as the clubs represented,
ranging from high on the organizational chart
to loosely knit kite enthusiasts. Discussions
ranged over a variety of topics including
Club Newsletters, the fundamental commu
nication line for clubs. Everyone agreed that
regardless of the amount of organization of
the club, communication among members
was the most crucial.

As luck would have it at the convention some
other of the greatest trick flyers in the world
were on hand. Akira Suzuki stepped in for a

Ral/dy Shal/I/ol/ workil/g hisjigllter kite!

I went next and covered my experiences with
Acid Dyes on nylon. So far my successes
have been low, but I have seen other artists
being very successful. Experiment and
loosen up with the control is my biggest
suggestion. The dyes may look easy, but they
can take as many as 20 coats to get the rich,
ful l colors that Dawn Williams and Robert
Trepanier are achieving.

Brial/ C/wlllpie, leading a "trick" workshop!

is to find a way to laminate silk so it won't
stretch and can be used for kite sails. Many
fighter pilots attended and were quite
interested in her alternative sail materials
and paper laminating techniques.

Janene was our anchor person and tried to
cover all she ' s doing with surface design and
alternative materials. This lady is doing so
much with so many different materials that
she could fill a two-day lecture and still not
cover everything she ' s trying. Her main goal

Other topics discussed and shared included:
regular fling sites, sound systems, school
demos, association with charities, support
from local kite store, coexistence between
single and multi-liners, and organized non
kiting functions such as potluck dinners and
bbqs.
The AKA offers support materials for clubs
on how to organize a club, kiting activities,
games and organizing a kite festival. These
are available from AKA Headquarters. If you
would like further i nformation on kite clubs,
AKA affiliation, or other related help contact
the AKA or give me a call.

Editors Note:

Due to limitations of space,

Club Listings and Member Merchan.ts
lisitngs will be in. the next issue of Kiting.
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Co lumbian
Experience
by Stafford Wallace
r

large arena, the sort used for the gymnastics
in the Olympics, and there were thousands of
expectant faces applauding us as we made an
enhy. 'Gosh this is awesome' said I,
bouncing this American ' in-word' back at
them. Many of the Americans had done this
before and reassured me it wasn't difficult.
Peter Lee, representing

It was a rare opportunity to go to Columbia.
What was it like? What sort of winds would
there be? Will it be warm or cold? These
and many other questions were put to my
travelling companion Don Eccleston, who
was returning for his third visit. The other
Brit was Derek Kuhn, who had gone a few
days earlier. Don infonned me there would
be light winds and it would be pleasantly
warm. This was not the case, in fact, August
is chosen as the kiteflying season because of
the strong winds and we had a cold day or
two.
Our group of 20 kitefliers represented UK,
USA, Mexico, Honduras, Ghana, China,
Columbia and India (guess who). Our trip
was organised by YARIPA, an ecological
association whose representatives were Ines
Elvira Uribe and Jairo Montoya.
The first kiteflying was in the stadium in
Medellin. No wind till noon when it picked
up enabling us to fly our kites for the crowds
in the stands. I 'accidentally' buzzed the
public with my kite and caused a lot of
interest, not only amongst the public, but also
amongst the invited kitefliers, who hadn't
seen a kite flown so near to the heads of the
public. The Americans described my
kiteflying as awesome and I was nicknamed
'the awesome dude'. When I said r usually
taught people to fly an Indian kite in about 5
minutes, several of them wanted to book their
five minutes, and these were mainly stunter
fliers. We all did a turn at entertaining the
crowds which were very appreciative.
The next day I didn't feel too good and
everyone said I had altitude sickness. I
realised r had to get used to it as I was going
to be between 5000 feet and 9000 feet above
sea level for the duration of the stay.
Fortw1ately the only item on the programme
was an indoor fly at 7 :00 PM, so I rested
during the day. Indoor flying, 'what's thatT J
asked. When it was explained to me, I
explained that this was culturally problemati
cal for me as I always fly believing I am on a
1 2 foot square roof, and if J move backwards,
I'll fall off it. The Americans persuaded me to
have a go, so I put my name down, thinking it
was some sort of informal fly-in. To my
hOITor, when we arrived, the venue was a very

Staf
ford W{lflace al COl/vel/tiol/

China, who flies a very good fighter, said he
was going to interpret music, and suggested
I just do some flying. A programme was
hastily drawn up and I then fow1d that I was
the only Brit on the programme, in fact,
several of the fI iers decided not to enter. It
became a predominantly two-line demo.
What with loud music, the lights and a crowd
who wanted to applaud anything we did, we
all managed some sort of flying. My gold

mylar kite reflecting the floodlighting back
amongst the crowds proved quite popular. A
good time was had by all, though the two
liners were the stars.
The next day we travelled a few miles to Bello
on the M etro, a very impressive and recently
built elevated railway. There were hundreds
of children in school uniforms waiting to see
the kites, but no wind. The wind picked up at
about noon as usual and we all did a bit of
flying. We flew kites till about 6:00 PM when
we were all asked to do a turn for the public
and another one after that. Then at about 7:30
PM, we were all asked to do a demonstration
in the dark with lighting behind us and music.
I found myself in an arena with the stunter
fl iers and I flew a gold mylar kite to music
which seemed to be much appreciated.
On Sunday we were taken to Simon Bolivar
Park in Bogota. The demonstration arena was
a stone circle with stone steps rising round
which soon filled up with thousands of people.
Our group was joined by a juggler from Peru
and a street theatre troupe from Venezuela.
There was an atmosphere we had not
experienced before. A very efficient sound
system, a very appreciative crowd and an
announcer who kept the crowd constantly
applauding every kiteflier. The stunters were a
great crowd p leaser. Peter Betancourt (Air
Master Kites) did some lovely graceful flying
with his stunter as he did throughout the trip.
Brian Champie, Miguel Rodriguez, NOlman
Awill & Kobi Eshun did some excellent team
and individual flying. B etween them they
represented USA, Mexico, Honduras and
Ghana respectively. Jon Trennepohl (Sky
Burner Kites) also flew a good stunter, while

Pasl IIKII pr�sld�nt David (JDmb�rg, won Rokkaka balll�s
all ov�r Ih� wDrld wllh Ihls IIn�. Wh�n th� Earop�ans saw
what David was asIng, th�y nam�d II ...
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Jim Low, representing China with his 'Juicy
Lucy' brought humour as he flew to Rock
Around The Clock. Jason Robbins flew a
Synergy and Jeff Howard, from Oklahoma,
flew two-liners, four liners, did buggying on
the stone arena, sometimes on two wheels,
and entertained everyone with his skill on a
yo-yo and with his j uggling. As if this wasn't
enough, he then flew a mean fighter. The
single line fliers, including Scott Spencer &
Carmela Palotta and the Brits put on a
marvellous display and I, representing India,
did my stuff of rolling the kite over the heads
of the crowd. I also did some balloon
catching, which had not been seen before by
the Americans, who expressed amazement
that this was even possible.
The Mayor of Bogota, who attended the kite
festival in jeans and a tee shirt is famous for
his eccentric behaviour. H e believes in
bringing fun back into everyones lives and
has been known to pull down his trousers and
expose his behind to noisy citizens outside
his office window. He has also been known
to walk around the city showing soccer-style
red cards to citizens who are behaving badly.
In fact most motorists are encouraged to carry
a red card in their cars and to show it to any
bad drivers. It all sounds like fun to me.

H

AVE

One member of the public came to me, with
his wife who spoke English, and gave me
what I thought was a cloth apron with fri l ls
and said it was a thankyou for my kiteflying,
which had given him a lot of pleasure. H e
offered m e two sticks and I thought he was
offering replacements for the carbon being
damaged in the stunters when they hit the
stone floor. I was then told by the others that
it wasn't an apron, but a kite similar to a
Japanese Hata, and that I should have taken
the sticks. Everyone found it quite amusing
that I accepted a kite thinking it was an
apron. The crowds absolutely loved the
kiteflying and applauded every kiteflier
enthusiastically. The following day we met
the Director of the Recreation Department
who said he'd witnessed the unusual sight of
many families with smiles on their faces and
promised there would be two kite festivals in
Bogota next year in different parts of the city.
The following day we set out for Tunja by
coach, enjoying a scenjc drive with mOWl
tains on both sides. We did four kiteflying
events in Tunja. One day we flew in a park,
next day we all did indoor flying in a large
sports hall for school children. Once again
my kiteflying abilities were tested to their
limits. I launched my kite and rolled it over
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the heads of children in the gallery as they all
frantically tried to grab it, and sometimes
did. The stunter, rev and synergy fliers did a
wonderful demonstration. Some single line
fliers ran around the arena keeping their kjtes
airborne. Another day we flew in Tunja town
square which had buildings all around. The
winds were a bit strongish creating terrible
turbulence and it rained briefly. Jeff Howard
managed to do some buggying despite the
conditions. The next day we flew kites at a
shopping centre in some difficult winds.
Most of the two and four liners couldn't fly
so they helped Mel Govig with a kite
workshop.
The next morning we all piled into two
minibuses and set out for Villa de Leyva,
where we were all accommodated in three
separate houses in the town. The festival
was held in the Main Square on cobbled
stones. The festival included some national
championships for Columbian kitefliers.
Some of the invited kitefliers acted as judges
for the stunter, large kite, small kite and
other competitions.
The next day, Sunday, the winds improved
and we all put on our demonstrations. My
kites got a lot of interest and several
Columbians bought kites. They reacted as
though they hadn't seen an Indian kite before
and quite possibly hadn't. As I was one of
the few left in the square, I was asked to do a
demo and to catch some balloons. Not only
did I catch the balloon, but r got tangled in an
almighty mess with about a dozen Columbian
kites which were being flown in the square.
Several members of the Bogota Kite Club
who were attending and or competing
decided to take us out for extravagant lunches
and dinners which was appreciated by all the
International kitefliers. One of them, Raul,
was a fighter enthusiast and absolutely loved
my kites. He flew them with a grin all over
his face and was heard to say 'these kites
actually do what I want them to do'. I have
often heard this before and wonder what sort
of ' fighters' they had been flying.
The following morning we set out at 5 :00 AM
for Bogota by minibus. Bogota is a beautiful
city surrounded by mountains. We returned
via Paris and the first thing I did when I got
home was to lie in a hot bath and enjoy
plentiful hot water.
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Staf
ford Wallace, is the 1 985 AKA Fighter

Kite Champion and reknowned Indian

Fighter Kite Fanatic who often writes us
about his travels.
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Kite Art
Gallery
Soars
by Karen Gustavson
The Kite Art Gallery welcomed visitors to
view a collection of 38 varied and colorful
kites in a show themed: "Kites Aren't Black
and White".
Fighter kites were well represented in the
gallery this year with kites from Don Mock,
Gail Lindsay, Spencer Chun & Miyuki
Christiansen, and Southern California artists
Basir Beria and Johnny Hsiung. Johnny and
Basir visited the gallery often, and gener
ously shared their many kites with visitors.
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light, and used interesting techniques and
materials. Janene shared her methods in her
workshop presentation. Dale Vanderhoof's
"Carmen", a Sauls Barrage kite, is beauti
fully crafted and won Dale a I st place in
Long Beach Washington this year. Dan
Proebstel's unique collapsible cellular
design"X-Ception" amazed us all. Dan had to
demonstrate this kites assembly / disassem
bly several times to an admiring crowd. Jon
Burkhardt's "Deep Space" Cobra was
another use of a traditional form with an
original graphic design. A "Blue Legged
Frog" painted with acid dyes climbed the
front of Bob Harris and Jennifer Snyder's
Edo, and Spencer Chun and Miyuki

Anne and Peter Whitehead collected kites
from New Zealand to send to the show. These
included a Rokkaku by Yvonne de Mi lle, and
Genkis by David Bui and Peter Whitehead.
This was the beginning of what we hope will
become a yearly international exchange of
kites for the AKA show.
Numerous Rokkakus were included, "Black
Orb #5" by Ty Billings, a woven Rok by Scott
Spencer, and a vented Rok by Willi Koch. Jon
Reinschreiber's interpretation of Celtic
design was amazing, and left many visitors
staring at his Roks. Jennifer Snyder and Bob
Harris used a modified Rok design for
"Dancing Frog", and Rod Beamguard made a
Star Rokkaku. John Gabby got us back to the
six sided model with "Windependent".
Cody's by Jeff Howard and David Bui were
flying happily at the beach, and thanks to
Bruce Kenkel they made it to the gallery just
in time for the opening. Charlie Sotich,
known for working small,displayed minitures
made of paper napkins that had been
marbleized by Dawn Williams. Dawn also
displayed her fun family of vented Rollers.
Tom McAlister's "Diamond Box #3", floated
above the entrance and captivated visitors.
Margaret Greger's "Pileated Woodpecker"
danced with the breezes in the gallery. J.R.
Tolman and Paul Imbach worked with
traditional materials, while Marc Ricketts
went high-tech with his Synergy-Deca-3 1 .
E.W. Redmond's Dragon-headed Ohashi
Train, and Steve Cseplo's Box expanded our
vision of these forms. Janene Evard's
"Conducting The Lilies" changed with the

Jose SaillZ 's Shutters, olle o/mallY beautijiti kites
011 display ill the Art Gallery this year.

Christiansen's Dela Porta's combined spray
painted panels with applique for a marvelous
effect. "Shutters", a new creation by Jose
Sainz, was stunning.
Along with this great group of kites, this
year's Kite Art Gallery would not have been
possible without an enthusiastic group of
volunteers. Setting-up was a major job. Marti
Dermer, Bob Harris, Gina Hsiung, Don
Mock, Dan Proebstal, Jose Sainz, Jennifer
Snyder, lR. Tolman, and Dawn Williams
took on the challange and did a wonderful
job, working through much of Wednesday to
ready the gallery for it's evening opening. In
the three days following, the gallery was
open for more than twenty-four hours.
Thanks to Marti Dermer, Gina Hsiung,
Martin Lester, Don Mock, J.R. Tolman, and
Dawn Williams for monitoring the gallery.
Jim Mil ler not only arranged a wonderful
Penthouse room for the gallery, but he
delivered sack lunches to a bunch of hungry
kite hangers. Great timing Jim!
Next year's Kite Art Gallery is being
coordinated by Marc Ricketts. Watch for
announcments and earlier deadlines for
participation. The Kite Ali Committee will
be producing a set of 6 postcards featuring
kites from this year's gallery, look for them to
become available in the near future. Thanks
to all who visited and particiapated in
making this year's Kite Art Gallery happen.

Put Yourself
in the Picture
Our Free 80 page Color
Catalog has hundreds of Kites.
Get into the sky with the latest kite
designs from Into The Wind, America's
leading mail order kite company for 16

years. We specialize in unmatched
selection and fast service, and we
guarantee your complete satisfaction
with everything you buy.
Call, write, FAX or e-mail us for your
Catalog today.

Into The Wind

1 408-D Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 · (800) 54 1 -03 1 4
(303) 449-5356 · FAX (303) 449-73 1 5 · intowind@aol.com
10% discount to AKA members
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What,
Said The Kite ?
What said the Kite?
I ' m . . . I ' m. . .
a Windy Horse
a Windy Star
a Windy Soul
From Time to Time
I ' m a Kite
For Peace and Love !
What said the Kite?
I ' m. . . I ' m. . .
a Brightest Box
a Single Line
a Jumping Tail
From Time to Time
I ' m a Kite
For Peace and Love !
What said the Kite?
I' m . . . I ' m
a Dragon Fly
a Vented Sled
a Funny Clown
From Time to Time
I' m a Kite
For Peace and Love !

Renaldo Escalante
Bogata, Columbia
written on his flight to Santa
Monica from Bogato, Columbia
and read as a gift to the AKA at
the Convention

WHERE IT ' S AT

by Corey Jensen

. . . OUf A nnual Communion

Corey Jensen is a former AKA President and a

worldfamous kite personality who regularly
submits an opinion column.

For the 1 9th time we gathered as a group. In
Santa Monica this time. Sunny California.
Aahh . . . The beach life! Every fall we do this.
Bring our kites from all around the world, to fly
together. Our little global village gathers in
our metaphorical town square to discuss the
Corey alld Pete competing ill the best
past year, see what time has done to our friends,
dressed category.
and catch up on all the latest. We share and
discuss the newest fabric techniques, admire the
work of hither-to unknown kite builders and promise to stay in touch more during the coming
year. In 5 short days we perform all the functions of a community. We nurture ourselves.
I remember the days (not so long ago) when the AKA convention was THE kite festival of the
year. Oh, we flew kites together at other times, but this was the real deal. An honest-to-god
organized kite event. With flyers from all over the country. People we had only heard about,
right there on the field, doing stuff with kites that sent our imaginations soaring. Those people
on the field and in the seminars became our friends and family. The friends we met the first
times are still with us today. Everything else has changed, sure, but those friends remain.
This year was no exception. From the beach flying field next to the Santa Monica Pier and the
Cirque de Solei I tents to the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium where we had 3 days of indoor
flying as well as the auction and banquet, to the convention hotel with the penthouse level Fly
Mart and Kite Art Show and the lively lobby bar every evening, there were abundant kite
friends, old and new.
The split venue - The North American Buggy Championships held at El M i rage Dry Lake the
weekend before the convention and the Santa Monica beach scene with kites every day was
unique. El M irage is only 2 hours from Santa Monica and many who had only heard the stories
had a chance to experience the majesty of the high desert.
A l l our activities in Santa Monica took place within about 5 blocks. The hotel, auditorium and
beach were the scene of almost constant activities. From the moming seminars to the midday
mass ascensions to the evening festivities, we lived full kite lives.
The welcome newcomers to the AKA were distinguished by small windsocks made by Scott
Spencer that were hung from their name tags. Helpful when so many kite people are known by
name but not by sight. It became easier to include more of them in the happenings. The whole
name tag swap game became more confused when Jon Reinschreiber somehow acquired Jim
Millers official tag and offered it at the auction. It soon became a package deal with President
Pete Dolphin's and Past-President David Gomberg's name tags included. It was crazy! Eventu
ally Jim got his name tag back, but it cost him $400! The bidding was a bit nuts, obviously, and
I wonder if Jim really enjoys the game as he gave me the tag after the Saturday night Banquet. I
finally added his name tag to my collection. The AKA Convention is absolutely crazy every
year. If you haven't been ... You gotta go !
Change is the way of l i fe. If you all care, after 1 2 years of doing retail at Windbome Kites in
Monterey, I have left to pursue other dreams. The store remains, although in a new location a
block closer to the aquarium and on street level. It is owned by Ocean Kites of Long Beach,
Washi11gton now. I am moving into another project to develop more effective educational tools to
help grow our spo11/hobby/passion. If you would like to reach me try: 208 8th St. Pacific
Grove, CA 93950. My phone/fax # is 408-372-7922. I am not leaving kiting or Califomia (that
I know about) but life moves on.
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Team
Rokkaku
The Team Rokkaku
Challenge is always a
highlight at the convention. This year marked
the unprecedented return of the Rainbow
Warriors as the undisputed champion of all
time. Of course, the Presidents (Past &
Present) were there, as was Team What's Up,
Lehigh Valley Kite Society, and other hot
contenders. Noticeably missing were the
MamaSans, who have hung up their shoes it
seems. Rumors abounded, but they could not
steal the thunder belonging to the Warriors.
This years Warriors were ferocious in battle
taking many coup. They also applied new
strategy to the game, with Jensen working the
judges and Kinnaird spotting and coaching.
At first glance, one may have thought Jensen
and Kinnaird were tired. But by round three
it was clear that they had feigned fatigue, and
had applied lobby pressures to the judges and
coaching to the game. Great innovations,
probably soon to be outlawed. Tn the end, the
Warriors were victorious, and even managed
to grab the microphone first to double their
victory ! Congratulations!

Individual Rokkaku
by Randy Shannon
Due to the threatened removal of the
generator used to power the P.A. system, the
usual three round event was cut to two
rounds. In the first round, the competitors
were eliminated systematically down to
three, David Gomberg, Pete DiGiacomo, and
Bob Childs. The master of Rokkaku battles,
David somehow lost his line off his reel (can
you say slip knot?) and Bob and Pete flew to
a tie due to time constraints.
In round two, Pete and David eliminated all
others and then fought a heated duel. A myste
rious third competitor arose from an adjoining
field as Pete and David dove to a near crash
situation. The mystery competitor was an arch
train staked out that became entangled in the
Rokkaku battle ! A near crash was narrowly
avoided by both, only to see Pete cut shortly
there after by a victorious David Gomberg ! The
overall went to David, second place went to
Pete, and third went to Bob Childs.

Pin Challenge

Mass

by Scott Skinner

Ascensions

Here are the results of the 1 996 Pin Challenge
at the AKA Convention:
Most pins with a red kite
Jon Reinschrieber 3 7 5
256
V i c Eschpeter
1 45
Alice Hayden

1011 Reillschreiber with his leopardskill
pill box hat, alld pillS...

Most pins showing a Japanese kite:
Dave Gomberg
3 72
Jon Reinschrieber 282
1 62
Alice Hayden
Most pins showing a quad-line kite other than
a Revolution TM:
Alice Hayden
9
Jon Reinschrieber 6
Vic Eschpeter
5

by Richard Dermer
For the third year in a row, the convention
mass ascensions were great! Each day at
1 :00, all other activities halted as the sky was
filled with a glorious mass of kites. Partici
pants were rewarded with a different limited
edition pin each day-1 40 box and cellular
kites on Wednesday, l39 rokkakus on
Thursday, 1 26 inflatables on Friday, and 166
deltas on Saturday !
It' s hard to say who enjoyed these spectacles
the most-participants, photographers, or the
spectators. It's clear, though, that everyone
considered these magnificent sky displays to
be one of the highlights of the week. Festival
organizers across the country should seriously
consider adding such ascensions to their
schedules-the visual impact is breathtaking I
Form a practical standpoint, it seems that
offering some sort of reward, be it a pin,
ribbon, or just a certificate, wil l greatly
increase participation.
I intend to suggest to the AKA board that a
fifth mass ascension be added to the schedule
for next year' s convention at Wildwood, New
Jersey - a monster megafly for sport kiters ! It
will take some planning and coordination, but

This was the most competitive of the events this
year and may be a sign of contests to come, i.e.,
the more obscure, the better.
Most pins showing a buggy:
Jon and Dave
Vic Eshpeter

17
7
Rokkakll Mass Ascellsioll

First contestant to produce a pin with a mis
spelling:
Dave Gomberg and Alice Hayden
Finally, the best presentation of pins was by a
lady who didn't know she was competing:
Barbara Hall showed up at the event with her
kite pin vest that has state pins organized in a
map of the United States. Barbara only puts a
pin in a state where she has actively flown a kite
and she is lacking only the Dakotas and Hawai i l
Way t o g o Barbara. Emphasis this year was not
on the biggest - just on the best and most
creative. I hope everyone enjoyed . .

think of the spectacle ! Could we dare add
tails to each kite? Should we have one long
line of fliers, or parallel rows of fliers across
the wind? I would welcome suggestions in
the coming months.
M arti and I would also like to thank our pin
handling helpers in Santa Monica: Ted Nick,
Marge Hawley, Alan Sparling, Ralph Gore,
and Karen Gustavson. We had such a great
time, I bet they ' l l be back next year. Plan on
joining us!
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National Sport Kite
Competition Results

AKA

Masters Individual B allet
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Curtiss Mitchell
John Morrison
Robert L. McBroom
Chris Moore
Miguel A. Rodriguez
Akira Suzuki
Peter Bentacourt
P a u l Dehope

85.867
82.733
80.800
78.067
76.467
76.200
75.933
64.667

Masters Individual Precision
I
2
3
4
5
6

Richard Javens
Chris Moore
Naoki Kihara
Lance Wagner
Brian Cham pie
Wayne Brunjes

65 .533
64.600
62.067
6 1 .5 3 3
57.200
56.200

Masters Individual Quadline
I Ron Despojado
2 Sandy Wagner
3 Robert L. McBroom
4 Dave Arnold
5 Samuel Ritter
6 John Barresi
7 Lam Hoac
8 Mitsunobu Nakamura
9 Curtiss Mitchell
1 0 Troy Gunn
I I Chuck Connor
1 2 Akira S uzuki

87.267
85.6
82.933
82.8
8 1 .267
8 1 .2
77 .267
72. 1 3 3
71
70.067
69 .733
68.333

Experienced Individual B allet
1
2
3
4
5
6

Robert Hurd
Steve Karatzas
Jerry Hershey
Dorothy Wagner
Jeffrey Cooper
Larry Bush

7 8 .467
77.733
73. 867
7 1 . 800
7 1 .467
67.267

Experienced Individual Precision
1
2
3
4
5
6

James Barber
Jeffrey Cooper
Steve Karatzas
Bowdy Aggers
Larry Bush
Robert Hurd

73.200
70.867
70.333
66.867
66.267
66.200

Experienced Individual Quadline
1 Dave Van Nocker
2 Debra Hurd
3 Nicole Meinhardt
4 Scott A. Weider
5 Lance Wagner
6 Ann Ritter
7 Keith Lantz
8 Uwe Jens Warnke
9 Vicki Romanoff
1 0 Robert Hurd
11

David C . Coltran

77.2
75.933
72.267
70.533
69.067
61.8
60.53 3
59. 867
59.8
58.933
56.867

1 2 Larry Mixon

Masters Team B allet

50.467

Intermediate Indivdual B allet
1
2
3
4
5
6

David B usch
Patrick Franks
Scott A. Weider
Gerri Adler
Harry Larson
Paul L. Taylor

7 3 . 800
72.933
7 1 .200
68. 1 3 3
66.733
65 .467

Intermediate Individual Precision
1
2
3
4
5
6

Scott A. Weider
Ray Kroeger
Richard 1. Thomas
Paul Eiler
Patrick Franks
Harry Larson

67.533
65.500
63 .967
63.067
62.733
62.333

Novice Individual Precision
I Richard K. Koons
2 Cassie Skinner
3 Jeffrey Wallace
4 Shane Snowden
5 Edward Zihlman Jr.
6 Jennifer Jumisko
7 Chad Morrison
8 Lisa Willoughby
9 M ichael Groover
1 0 Harlan Groover
11

Mary Baier

12 Rick Rheinlacnder

89.533
82.367
8 1 .7
79.333
78. 867
76.733
73.233
72.967
7 1 .6
70.833
68.2
64.433

Masters Pairs Ballet
1 Dos Avipas
2 Gone With The Wind
3 Team Papalotes
4 S udden Flight
5 Wind Wizards
6 Sky Scapes
7 K FAN
8 Fantasy Exchange
9 Wind Dancers
10 Side Show
11

B l ack Dogs

12 Rob-N-Air
1 3 TKO II

95.333
85 .467
82.2
80.6
79.8
79.267
78.933
74. 1 33
73.933
72.333
7 1 .4
70.4
67.467

Experienced Pairs Ballet
1 Co-Pilots
2 South Wind
3 QC Frequent Flyers
4 Zipp Zapp
5 Windy City Shear
6 Air Strike
7 Star Flight
8 Rock & Roll
9 X-Terminator
1 0 Windependant

77.933
74.6
7 1 .467
7 1 .4
66.333
64.4
6 1 .933
6 1 .8
59.8
54.333

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Traffic Jam

85.533
83.4
79.6
78.4
78.333
77 .267
69.067

Team Spectra Sport

DQ

Chicago Fire
Capt. Eddie's Flying Circus
Air West
High Flyers Too
Pair of Pairs
Uproar

Masters Team Precision
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Capt. Eddie's Flying Circus
Air West
Chicago Fire
Pair of Pairs
Uproar
High Flyers Too
Traffic Jam

77. 1 5
75.4 1 7
70.383
64.333
63.9 1 7
59.9
3 8 . 85

Experienced Team B allet
I
2
3
4
5

TKO
Don't Pan ic
Charlie B rown

& Co.

Team What's Up

3 Guys With Jobs

70
66.067
64.8
52.4
50.267

Experienced Team Precision
1
2
3
4
5

TKO
Don't Panic
Team What's Up

3 Guys With Jobs
& Co.

Charlie B rown

7 1 .4
66. 1 1 7
62.233
54.467
54. 1 1 7

Open Team Train Ballet
1
2
3
4
5
6

D K Breezin
TKO
Team K Fan
Rob-N- Air
Rainbow Con nection
Team Fantasy Exchange

74.6
73.933
64.6
64. 1 3 3
62.6
52.533

Open Individual Freestyle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mel Edlund
Robert S m ith
Mark F. B rownton
B . C . Shelby
Troy Gunn
Larry Christensen
Joey Cheatham
Bowdy Aggers
Steve LaPorte

88. 1
80.333
67.8
63.3
62.8
56. 867
55.967
55.2
53.267
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AKA National Comprehensive
Kite Building Results
Scott Spencer
Ty B illings
Peter Dolphin
Elizabeth Drake

32.75
30.55
29.01
26.56

Bobby Stanfield
CELLLULAR
David Bui
Tony Ferrel
OR
Eric Wolff
DIMENS I ON A L
Dan Proebstel
Steve Cseplo
Clifford Quinn
Kathy N ixie
Steve Davis
Bary Crites
Chuck Meyers

34.40
3 3 .59
3 2 . 82
3 1 . 86
3 1 .60
31.12
30.88
2 8 .46
28 .02
27.88
24.56

Joyce Quinn
COOPE RATIVE Allan Main
.Judi Main
Joyce Quinn

3 1 .7 7
30.35
29.63
28.95

ARCH TRAINS

& RIBBONS

FIGURE
KITES

Pete Rondeau
Scott Skinner
Larry Mixon
Charlie Sotich
Elizabeth Drake

3 3 .89
3 1 . 68
3 0 . 70
30.56
24.53

Ron Gibian
Jose 1. Sainz
Pete Rondeau
Larry Mixon
Robert Lockhart
JelTY Houk
Richard Koons
Ty Billings
Frank Fieseler
Jon Reinschreiber
Steve Davis
Scott E . Spencer
Edward Grys
10 Anne Grabe

34.69
34.52
3 3 .4 1
3 1 .4 1
30.77
30.50
29.59
29.22
27.92
2 7. 1 7
2 7.02
26.88
25.89
25.6 1

OPEN O R
COM BINED

ROKKAKU

S OFT
AND
FLEXIBLE

STUNT OR
M ULTIPLE
LINE

FLAT
O R BOWED

Dan Proebstel
Bary Crites
Robert Price
Neil Thornburn
Andy Gelinas
Greg Greger

33.78
29.96
29.22
27.66
26. 1 0
25 . 75

Rick Rondinone
Mel Edlund
Teruo Sugo
Jerry Houk
Charles H Abney
Steve Cseplo
Bert Duron
Elizabeth Drake

31.11
30.65
30.2 1
29.30
2 8 . 70
26.95
26.3 1
2 6. 1 1

Sam Ritter
Judi Main
John R. Rogers
Tanna Haines
Scott Spencer
Don Mock
Robin Haas
Charlie Sotich

3 2 . 94
32.2 1
3 1 .73
3 1 .3 2
3 0. 8 1
30.69
30.59
28.07

Pete Rondeau
Larry Mixon
Richard Koons
Rick Rondinone
Steve Cseplo
Peter Betancourt
Paul Beugelsdijk

34.30
3 1 .5 3
3 1 . 14
3 1 .06
3 0 . 84
3 0 . 75
30. 1 5

TRADITIONA L Tanna Haines

TRAINS AND
CENTIPEDES

Kathy N ixie
Steve Cseplo
El izabeth Drake

34.46
28.48
28.08
27.53

Ty B i l l ings
Robin Haas
Bruce J . Jarvie

29.68
29.33
2 7 . 70

en
.....J

<:(
Z
0
Z

0

Z

SPECIAL AWARDS
INNOVATIVE
KITES

Tony Fen'el
Eric Wolff
C l i fford Quinn
Peter Betanco1ll1
Ty B i llings

32.83
3 1 . 86
30.88
30.75
30.55

Tanna Haynes

Grand National Champion

Kathy Nixie

Best Use of Traditional Materials

Judi Main

Novice Kitemaker

Dan Probstel

Most Innovative

Bob Price

Mixed Media

(9

SHO W THE COLORS
with Official AKA Merchandise
VIDEOS
1 995 Tulsa Con ven tion

30. 00

1 994 Wildwood Convention (PAL ollly)

26. 50

1 993 Seaside Convention

23:'00

PUBLI C AT I O N S
6. 00

Powerflying Manual

4. 00

Kites in the Classroom

5. 00

How to Fly' a Kite

2. 00

Manual on Kiting Events

6. 00

Club Organ izer 's Handbook

5. 00

Kitemaking Compo Rules, 3rd ed.

5. 00

FighteriRokkaku R ules

5. 00

Prof.' Kite Leaflet (/00 pk.)

8. 00

A KA

4. 00

1 995 Tulsa Patch

4. 00

1 994 Wildwood Patch

3.00

1 993 Seaside Patch

1 00

S H IPPING & HANDLING

1 995 Tulsa

4. 00

1 9 94 Wildwood

4. 00

1 993 Seaside MTA Gallery

2. 00

1 992 Lubbock

1 00

CLOTHING ( L , XL, X X L )
Short sleeved t-shirt, A KA logo

1 1 00

Long sleeved t-shirt, A KA logo

1 6. 00

Crewneck Sweatshirt

1 8. 00

MLD 2 pocket 72" Kite Bag

A K A LOGO FANNY P A C K

7. 5 0

A K A LOGO W I N D O W D E C A L

2. 0 0

PAN O R A M I C P HOTO

Combinations

5. 00

T U L S A C O N V ENTI O N

The AKA Store at Kite Studio
phone or/ax

5 5 5 5 Hamilton Blvd.

61 0-395-3560
email: kbiferrl@fast. net

n ,.... �

Address correction
requested

Visa - Mastercard

Permit

352 H ungerford Drive
20850-4 1 17

Wescos ville, PA 1 8 1 06

u. s. Postage Paid
Non-Profit
Organization
Portland, OR

American
Kitefliers
Association

Rockville, MD

2 9. 0 0

. at cost

1 1 1,.

I

125.00
150. 00

with telescoping pole

1 . 00

red or blue with AKA logo

'

65. 00

AKA NYLON B ANNER (3' x 1 4')

3.50

made of cordura by MLD

�

4. 00

T-shirts & Videos

New!
$5
5 " x 9 " zippered bag

.......t ...1

A KA silver metal, cloisonne

Patches & Pins

Overseas Shipment

�I

$6. 00
PINS

Sport Kite R ules, 4th edition

P ATCH ES

r

4th Edition
Sport Kite Competition Rules

\
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